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The objectives of the FISMA Implementation Project include development and promotion of key security standards and guidelines to support the implementation of and compliance
with FISMA: Standards for categorizing information and information systems by mission impact; Standards for minimum security requirements for information and information
systems; Guidance for selecting appropriate security controls for information systems; Guidance for assessing security controls in information systems and determining security
control effectiveness; Guidance for the security authorization of information systems; and Guidance for monitoring the security controls and the security authorization of
information systems. The key security standards and guidance document being used for such FISMA implementation and compliance is NIST SP 800-53.
This document provides details of how the Trend Micro products Deep Security and SecureCloud help satisfy the requirements of the most recent version of the NIST SP 800-53
standard. Virtualized servers and cloud computing environments, are being implemented throughout government enterprises and their associated service providers, they face
many of the same security challenges as their physical counterparts and additionally have to contend with a number of security concerns specific to the virtual environment such
as: inter VM traffic, resource contention, blurring of system and network security boundaries, mixed trust levels, security zoning, and separation of duties. In particular,
organizations need to specifically protect their sensitive information assets in the virtualized multi-tenant cloud environment where the physical storage locations are unknown to
them and distributed across the cloud. Where appropriate, this document also highlights those controls included in the CNSSI 1253 for implementation in National Security
Systems.
The NIST SP 800 53 standard provide a foundation of security controls for incorporating into an organization’s overall security requirements baseline for mitigating risk and
improving systems and application security in their physical and virtualized environments. Many of these organizations using the NIST security requirements also have obligations
to be able to demonstrate compliance with the SP 800-53 security requirements. From a security product vendor’s viewpoint, there is a need to clearly demonstrate to users of
their products, how their products will, satisfy, support (i.e. product self-protection), or partially meet the SP 800-53 security requirements. In this document we have indicated how
SP 800-53 compliance is addressed by the Trend Micro Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions. These product-specific SP 800-53 compliancy details are also needed by
managers, security systems engineers and risk analysts in order that they may architect cost-effective secure solutions that will protect their systems and sensitive information
assets from the modern hostile threat environment.
One of the major challenges is for government enterprises and their service providers to remain compliant with the SP 800-53 standard in the constantly changing threat
environment. One objective of this Trend Micro document is to provide focused guidance on how the Trend Micro Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions can effectively help
deal with these ongoing challenges. The SP 800-53 security control baselines and priorities are leveraged to provide such focus in this guidance. This Prioritized Approach
identifies the applicable SP 800-53 security controls baselines (L, M and H); the implementation priorities (P0, P1, P2, and P4) and if the control is also included in the baselines in
CNSSI 1253 for National Security Systems. These details will help enterprises and their service provider partners implement a continuous improvement process to protect critical
assets data against the highest risk factors and modern escalating threats. The reader is also referred the above referenced Trend Micro whitepaper for additional guidance related
to virtualization implementation.
The Trend Micro Deep Security product provides, in the virtualized and physical environments, the combined functionality of a Common Criteria EAL4 validated Firewall, AntiVirus, Deep Packet Inspection, Integrity Monitoring and Log Inspection. The Common Criteria validation ensures that the product has been methodically designed, tested and
reviewed by fully qualified US government testing laboratories.
The SecureCloud, provides FIPS 140-2 full disk encryption either in the virtualized or physical environments, and has been specifically designed to assist in a multi tenancy Cloud
environment to ensure that each tenant’s data is isolated, using cryptography and cryptographic keys unique to each tenant.
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AC-2 Technical / Access Control / Account Management
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AC-2 (4) Technical / Access Control / Account Management / Automated Audit Actions
The information system automatically audits account creation, modification, enabling, disabling, and
removal actions and notifies, as required, [Assignment: organization-defined personnel].
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: AU-2, AU-12.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security solution satisfies this requirement through the use of
Role Based Access Controls, which are audited in terms of the defined
auditable events. The user and group account management data that
is automatically audited as auditable events are:
- Access to System;
- Access to the Deep Security and System data;
- Reading of information from the audit records;
- Unsuccessful attempts to read information from the audit records;
- All modifications to the audit configuration that occur while the
audit collection functions are operating;
- All use of the authentication mechanism;
- All use of the user identification mechanism;
- All modifications in the behavior of the functions of the Deep
Security Security Functions;
- All modifications to the values of Deep Security Security Functions
data;
- Modifications to the group of users that are part of a role; and
- Access to the System and access to Deep Security and System
data.
The SecureCloud solution satisfies this requirement by using Role
Based Access Controls and integration with Active Directory to
provide the access control and account management. The
automatically generated account related data, which is captured in the
audit logs is:
- Date and time of account creation;
- Record of machine image group creation, removal, modification;
- Record of successful user account login;
- Record of failed user account login attempts;
- User activity in the Management Server Web Console (date, time,
and user);
- Policy creation/deletion/edits;
- Key actions (approval [Manual/auto]/deny/pending);
- Report actions (generate/configuration/deletion);
- Agent actions (register/delete instance);
- Device actions (register/delete/clone); and
- System settings changed.
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AC-3 Technical / Access Control / Access Enforcement
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AC-3 Technical / Access Control / Access Enforcement
The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.
Supplemental Guidance: Access enforcement includes controlling access to information system
accounts during login (e.g., restricting login access by time of day, day of week, or
location).Subsequent to account access, access control policies (e.g., identity-based policies, rolebased policies, attribute-based policies) and access enforcement mechanisms (e.g., access control
lists, access control matrices, cryptography) control access between active entities or subjects (i.e.,
users or processes acting on behalf of users) and passive entities or objects (e.g., devices, files,
records, domains) in information systems. In addition to enforcing authorized access at the information
system level and recognizing that information systems can host many applications and services in
support of organizational missions and business operations, access enforcement mechanisms can
also be employed at the application and service level to provide increased information security.
Organizations also consider implementing an audited, explicit override of automated mechanisms in
the event of emergencies or other serious events. If organizations employ encryption of stored
information (i.e., information at rest) as an access enforcement mechanism, the cryptography is FIPS
140 (as amended)-compliant. For classified information, the cryptography used depends on the
classification level of the information and the clearances of the individuals having access to the
information. Related controls: AC-2, AC-4, AC-5, AC-6, AC-16, AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, AC-20, AC-21,
AC-22, AU-9, CM-5, CM-6, CM-11, MA-3, MA-4, MA-5, PE-3, SC-13, SI-9.
AC-3 (5) Technical / Access Control / Access Enforcement / Security-Relevant Information
The information system prevents access to [Assignment: organization-defined security-relevant
information] except during secure, non-operable system states.
Supplemental Guidance: Security-relevant information is any information within information systems
that can potentially impact the operation of security functions or the provision of security services in a
manner that could result in failure to enforce system security policies or maintain the isolation of code
and data. Security-relevant information includes, for example, filtering rules for routers/firewalls,
cryptographic key management information, configuration parameters for security services, and access
control lists. Secure, non-operable system states include the times in which information systems are
not performing mission/business-related processing (e.g., the system is off-line for maintenance,
troubleshooting, boot-up, shut down).
Related controls: CM-3, CM-6.
AC-3 (8) Technical / Access Control / Access Enforcement / Role Based Access Control
The information system enforces a role-based access control policy over [Assignment: organizationdefined users and information resources] and controls access based upon [Assignment: organizationdefined roles and users authorized to assume such roles].

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

SecureCloud and Deep Security solutions support compliance with
this requirement through the use of Role Based Access Controls and
integration with Active Directory to provide controlled access to system
resources.
The integration of Deep Security and SecureCloud provides an access
enforcement mechanism to organizational data through the controlled
release of cryptological keys to encrypt or decrypt the organizations
data. The cryptological keys are only released when configured criteria
is met, this includes the location of the application, host name, the
latest operating system patch, and/or the latest Trend Micro engine
and pattern file.

The Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions supports compliance
with this requirement by providing the filtering rules for Deep Security
Firewall and Deep Packet Inspection capabilities, the SecureCloud
controlled release of cryptographic keys for access to organizational
data, and through the implementation of Deep Security Integrity
Monitoring controls critical configuration file parameters.

The Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions support compliance
with this requirement through the implementation of Role Based
Access Controls and integration with an organizations Active
Directory.

Supplemental Guidance: Role-based access control is a type of nondiscretionary access control.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
SecureCloud enforces and supports additional security safeguards to
ensure cryptographic keys used to protect an organizations data are
not disclosed. This is achieved by establishing a private session with a
separate session key over SSL. This is performed in case the SSL
connection is compromised. In doing so, even if the SSL session is
compromised the communication between the agent and key server is
still encrypted.

AC-3 (10) Technical / Access Control / Access Enforcement / Network Access Security-Related Functions
The organization ensures that network sessions for accessing [Assignment: organization-defined
security functions and security-relevant information] employ [Assignment: organization-defined
additional security safeguards] and are audited.
Supplemental Guidance: Additional security safeguards typically include more than standard bulk or
session layer encryption (e.g., Secure Shell [SSH], Virtual Private Networking [VPN] with blocking
mode enabled) deployed by organizations. Related controls: AU-2, AU-12, SC-7, SC-8, SC-9.

SecureCloud also authenticates the communication between the
Runtime Agent and Key Manager using Message Authentication
Code.

AC-4 Technical / Access Control / Information Flow Enforcement
NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

AC-4 (4) Technical / Access Control / Information Flow Enforcement / Content Check Encrypted Data

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
The Deep Packet Inspection capability of Deep Security satisfies this
requirement by being able to examine SSL encrypted tcp packets.

The information system prevents encrypted data from bypassing content-checking mechanisms.
Supplemental Guidance: Related control: SI-4.
AC-4 (16)

Technical / Access Control / Information Flow Enforcement / Information Transfers on
Interconnected Systems

The Deep Security and SecureCloud solution supports satisfying this
requirement through the cryptographic key release for user data being
controlled through a security policy determined by the organization.

The information system enforces [Assignment: organization-defined security policies] regarding
information transferred to and from interconnected systems.
Supplemental Guidance: Transferring information between information systems representing different
security domains with different security policies introduces risk that such transfers violate one or more
domain security policies. In such situations, information owners/stewards provide guidance at
designated policy enforcement points between interconnected systems. Organizations consider
mandating specific architectural solutions when required to enforce specific security policies. Solutions
include, for example: (i) prohibiting information transfers between interconnected systems; (ii)
employing hardware mechanisms to enforce one-way information flows; and (iii) implementing
trustworthy regrading mechanisms to reassign security attributes/security labels.
AC-4 (19) Technical / Access Control / Information Flow Enforcement / Protection of Metadata
The information system, when transferring information between different security domains, applies the
same security safeguards to metadata as it applies to data payloads.
Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement requires the protection of metadata and the data to
which the metadata applies. Some organizations distinguish between metadata and data payloads
(i.e., only the data to which the metadata is bound). Other organizations do not make such distinctions,
considering metadata and the data to which the metadata applies as part of the payload. All
information (including metadata and the data to which the metadata applies) is subject to filtering and
inspection.
AC-4 (20) Technical / Access Control / Information Flow Enforcement / Classified Information
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The SecureCloud supports this control on meta data, such as
encryption key management and key release data by additional
cryptographic processes. Integration with external key management
systems is also protected through the cryptographic processes defined
by the Key Management Interoperability Protocol.

The integration of SecureCloud and Deep Security to control the
release of user data cryptographic keys can be used to support the
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
controls required to control the flow of data across security domains.

The organization employs [Assignment: organization-defined devices in approved configurations] to
control the flow of classified information across security domains.
Supplemental Guidance: Organizations define approved devices and configurations in cross-domain
policies, guidance, and solutions in accordance with the types of information flows across classification
boundaries.

AC-6 Technical / Access Control / Least Privilege
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AC-6 (1) Technical / Access Control / Least Privilege / Authorize Access to Security Functions
The organization explicitly authorizes access to [Assignment: organization-defined security functions
(deployed in hardware, software, and firmware) and security-relevant information].

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

Both Deep Security and SecureCloud satisfy this requirement by
explicitly authorizing access to roles with specific permissions and
privileges, and defining audit events. The Deep Packet Inspections
and Firewall filtering rules provide additional support for this
requirement, and the Integrity Monitoring capability assists with control
of critical configuration parameters. SecureCloud explicitly restricts
which users have access to the cryptographic key material.

P1
MH
1253

Both Deep Security and SecureCloud support compliance with this
requirement by the use of a Role Base Access Control which provides
the ability to prevent a privileged user accessing nonprivileged or non
security functions with the privileged role security credentials.

Supplemental Guidance: Security functions include, for example, establishing system accounts,
configuring access authorizations (i.e., permissions, privileges), setting events to be audited, and
setting intrusion detection parameters. Security-relevant information includes, for example, filtering
rules for routers/firewalls, cryptographic key management information, configuration parameters for
security services, and access control lists. Explicitly authorized personnel include, for example, security
administrators, system and network administrators, system security officers, system maintenance
personnel, system programmers, and other privileged users. Related controls: AC-17, AC-18, AC-19.
AC-6 (2) Technical / Access Control / Least Privilege / Non-Privileged Access for Nonsecurity Functions
The organization requires that users of information system accounts, or roles, with access to
[Assignment: organization-defined security functions or security-relevant information], use
nonprivileged accounts or roles, when accessing nonsecurity functions.
Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement limits exposure when operating from within
privileged accounts or roles. The inclusion of roles addresses situations where organizations
implement access control policies such as role-based access control and where a change of role
provides the same degree of assurance in the change of access authorizations for both the user and
all processes acting on behalf of the user as would be provided by a change between a privileged and
non-privileged account. Related control: PL-4.
AC-6 (4) Technical / Access Control / Least Privilege / Separate Processing Domains
The information system provides separate processing domains to enable finer-grained allocation of
user privileges.

Deep Security satisfies this requirement by providing fine grained
allocation of user privileges through the implementation of firewall
rules/filters on specific virtual machines or physical machines through
the Deep Security Agents.

Supplemental Guidance: Providing separate processing domains for finer-grained allocation of user
privileges includes, for example: (i) using virtualization techniques to allow additional privileges within a
virtual machine while restricting privileges to other virtual machines or to the underlying actual
machine; (ii) employing hardware and/or software domain separation mechanisms; and (iii)
implementing separate physical domains. Related controls: AC-4, SC-30, SC-32.
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AC-17 Technical / Access Control / Remote Access
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AC-17 (2) Technical / Access Control / Remote Access / Protection of Confidentiality - Integrity Using
Encryption
The information system employs cryptography to protect the confidentiality and integrity of remote
access sessions.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

The Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions support compliance
with this requirement through the use of the SSL protocol for remote
access.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
H
1253

Deep Security can partially meet this requirement to control wireless
boundaries by Deep Security Firewall rules for wireless laptops.

Supplemental Guidance: The encryption strength of mechanism is selected based on the security
categorization of the information. Related controls: SC-8, SC-9, SC-13.

AC-18 Technical / Access Control / Wireless Access
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AC-18 (5) Technical / Access Control / Wireless Access / Confine Wireless Communications
The organization confines [Assignment:
organization-controlled boundaries.

organization-defined

wireless

communications]

to

Supplemental Guidance: Actions that may be taken by organizations to confine wireless
communications to organization-controlled boundaries include, for example: (i) reducing the power of
wireless transmissions such that the transmissions cannot transit physical perimeters of organizations;
(ii) employing measures to control wireless emanations (e.g., TEMPEST); and (iii) configuring wireless
accesses such that the accesses are point to point in nature. Related control: PE-19.
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With many laptops now capable of connecting to both the wired and
wireless networks, users need to be aware of the problems that can
result from this scenario. The common problem is a "network bridge"
configured between the wired and wireless network. There is a risk of
forwarding the internal traffic externally and potentially expose internal
hosts to external attacks. Deep Security allows administrators to
configure a set of firewall rules for these types of users to prevent
them from creating a network bridge.
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AU-2 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audiable Events
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-2 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Auditable Events
The organization:
a. Determines that the information system must be capable of auditing the following events:
[Assignment: organization-defined auditable events];

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

Deep Security and SecureCloud satisfies this requirement as
demonstrated in the Common Criteria EAL 4 validation and
documented in the Deep Security, Security Target and the
SecureCloud DataArmor, Security Target, Audit Security Functional
Requirements.

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security and SecureCloud both satisfies this requirement to
review and update the events that are audited by permitting an
organization to define and implement audit event type and frequency.

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security and SecureCloud satisfy this requirement through the
defined auditable events to include execution of all privileged
functions.

b. Coordinates the security audit function with other organizational entities requiring audit related
information to enhance mutual support and to help guide the selection of auditable events;
c. Provides a rationale for why the auditable events are deemed to be adequate to support after thefact investigations of security incidents; and
d. Determines that the following events are to be audited within the information system:
[Assignment: organization-defined subset of the auditable events defined in AU-2 a. to be audited
along with the frequency of (or situation requiring) auditing for each identified event].
Supplemental Guidance: Organizations identify events which need to be auditable as significant and
relevant to the security of organizational information systems and the environments in which those
systems operate in order to meet specific/ongoing audit needs. In determining auditable events,
organizations consider the specific auditing appropriate for each of the security controls to be
implemented. To balance auditing requirements with other information system needs, this control also
requires identifying that subset of auditable events that are audited at a given point in time. For
example, organizations may determine that information systems must have the capability to log every
file access both successful and unsuccessful, but not activate that capability except for specific
circumstances due to the extreme burden on system performance. Audit records can be generated at
various levels of abstraction, including at the packet level as information traverses the network.
Selecting the right level of abstraction is a critical aspect of an audit capability and can facilitate the
identification of root causes to problems. Organizations also consider in the definition of audible
events, the auditing necessary to cover related events such as the various steps in distributed,
transaction-based processes (e.g., processes that are distributed across multiple organizations) and
actions in service-oriented architectures. Related controls: AC-6, AC-17, AU-3, AU-12, MA-4, MP-2, SI4.
AU-2 (3) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Auditable Events / Reviews and Updates
The organization reviews and updates the auditable events [Assignment: organization-defined
frequency].
AU-2 (4) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Auditable Events / Privileged Functions
The organization includes execution of privileged functions in the events to be audited by the
information system.
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AU-3 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Content of Audit Records
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-3 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Content of Audit Records
The information system produces audit records containing information that, at a minimum, establishes
what type of event occurred, when the event occurred, where the event occurred, the source of the
event, the outcome of the event, and the identity of any user or subject associated with the event.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

Deep Security and Secure Cloud provides support to comply with this
requirement.
Deep Security is able to generate an audit record of the following
auditable events:
a) Start-up and shutdown of the audit functions;
b) Defined auditable events; including:
- Start-up and shutdown of audit functions;
- Access to System;
- Access to the Deep Security and System data;
- Reading of information from the audit records;
- Unsuccessful attempts to read information from the audit
records;
- All modifications to the audit configuration that occur while the
audit collection functions are operating;
- All use of the authentication mechanism;
- All use of the user identification mechanism;
- All modifications in the behavior of the functions of the Deep
Security Security Functions;
- All modifications to the values of Deep Security Security
Functions data;
- Modifications to the group of users that are part of a role; and
c) Access to the System and access to Deep Security and System
data.

Supplemental Guidance: Audit record content that may be necessary to satisfy the requirement of this
control, includes, for example, time stamps, source and destination addresses, user/process
identifiers, event descriptions, success/fail indications, filenames involved, and access control or flow
control rules invoked. Event outcomes can include indicators of event success or failure and eventspecific results (e.g., the security state of the information system after the event occurred). Related
controls: AU-2, AU-8, AU-12, SI-11.

SecureCloud logs all the system events from the Management Server
and user management as part of the audit trail. SecureCloud collects
audit and log data on the following configurable information:
- Date range
- Log event types
- Agent Events:
- Date and time the machine image requested a key and the result
- Record of the data encrypted
- Date and time of each key request and result
- Key requests from machine images
- Record of machine image policy creation and removal
- Record of user account login
- User activity in SecureCloud Web Console
AU-3 (1) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Content of Audit Records / Additional Audit Information
The information system includes [Assignment: organization-defined additional, more detailed
information] in the audit records for audit events identified by type, location, or subject.
Supplemental Guidance: Detailed information that organizations may consider in audit records
includes, for example, full-text recording of privileged commands or the individual identities of group
account users. Organizations consider limiting the additional audit information to only that information
explicitly needed for specific audit requirements. This facilitates the use of the audit trails by not
including information that could potentially be misleading or could make it more difficult to locate
information of interest.
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1253

Both Deep Security and SecureCloud supports compliance with this
requirement through the defined audit events and the ability to carry
out specific queries against the extensive audit records simplifying the
ability to locate the information of interest. In addition, deep packet
inspection permits the capture of event data, at the packet level, which
can be analysed for additional audit data relating to the security event.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-3 (2) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Content of Audit Records / Management of Planned Audit
Record Content
The information system provides centralized management and configuration of the content to be
captured in audit records generated by [Assignment: organization-defined information system
components].

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
H
1253

Deep Security through the centralized control of the Deep Security
Manager supports the satisfying of this requirement for the audit event
management and configuration.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

Deep Security satisfies this requirement by monitoring the disk space
available for logs and audit records, should free disk space fall below
a threshold level alerts will be issued and audit /log data collected will
be stored in temporary memory at the agent until sufficient free disk
space is available.

SecureCloud through the centralized control of the Management
Server support implementing this control for the audit event
management and configuration.

Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement requires that the content to be captured in audit
records be configured from a central location (necessitating automation). Organizations coordinate
the selection of required audit content to support the centralized management and configuration
capability provided by the information system. Related controls: AU-6, AU-7.

AU-4 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Storage Capacity
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-4 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Storage Capacity
The organization allocates audit record storage capacity in accordance with [Assignment:
organization-defined audit record storage requirements].
Supplemental Guidance: Organizations consider the types of auditing to be performed and the audit
processing requirements when allocating audit storage capacity. Allocating sufficient audit storage
capacity reduces the likelihood of such capacity being exceeded and resulting in the potential loss or
reduction of auditing capability. Related controls: AU-2, AU-5, AU-6, AU-7, AU-11, SI-4.

SecureCloud supports compliance with this requirement by providing
log-maintenance-plan functionality and allowing the appropriate
account-user roles to delete system logs and manage the log
maintenance.
Deep Security Manager and the SecureCloud Management Server
support compliance with this control and can be configured to instruct
all managed computers to send logs to the Syslog computer, or
configure individual computers independently.

AU-4 (1) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Storage Capacity / Transfer to Alternate Storage
The information system off-loads audit records [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] onto a
different system or media than the system being audited.
Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement addresses information systems that lack the
capacity to store audit records for long periods of time. Off-loading is the process of moving audit
records from the primary information system to a secondary or alternate system. It is a common
process in information systems with limited audit storage capacity; the audit storage is used only in a
transitory fashion until the system can communicate with the secondary or alternate system
designated for storing the audit records, at which point the information is transferred. The transfer
process is designed to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of audit records.

AU-5 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Response to Audit Processing Failures
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-5 (1) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Response to Audit Processing Failures / Audit Storage
Capacity
The information system provides a warning to [Assignment: organization-defined personnel, roles,
and/or locations] within [Assignment: organization-defined time period] when allocated audit record
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Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
H
1253

Deep Security satisfies this requirement by monitoring the disk space
available for logs and audit records, should free disk space fall below
a threshold level alerts will be issued and audit /log data collected will
be stored in temporary memory at the agent until sufficient free disk
space is available.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

storage volume reaches [Assignment: organization-defined percentage] of repository maximum audit
record storage capacity.

SecureCloud supports compliance with this requirement through Log
Maintenance which addresses deleting unwanted logs. The
SecureCloud Auditor can specify the delete logs based on age or
delete all logs; delete logs older than 1 to 365 days. Ninety days is the
default value.

Supplemental Guidance: Organizations may have multiple audit data storage repositories distributed
across multiple information system components, with each repository having different storage volume
capacities.

AU-5 (2) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Response to Audit Processing Failures / Real-Time Alerts
The information system provides a real-time alert to [Assignment: organization-defined personnel,
roles, and/or locations] when the following audit failure events occur: [Assignment: organization
defined audit failure events requiring real-time alerts].

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
H

Supplemental Guidance: Alerts provide organizations with urgent messages. Real-time alerts provide
these messages at information technology speed (i.e., the time from event detection to alert occurs in
seconds or less).

SecureCloud supports satisfying this requirement and can issue
several types of notifications in response to cloud security events.
Administrator notifications are sent via email to the designated
administrator contacts. User notifications are presented in the
requesting clients browser. Both administrator and user notifications
can be customized.
Deep Security supports satisfying this requirement by issuing alerts,
which are highlighted on the Deep Security Manager console to draw
the administrator's attention to them.

AU-6 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Review, Analysis and Reporting
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-6 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Review, Analysis and Reporting
The organization:
a. Reviews and analyzes information system audit records [Assignment: organization-defined
frequency] for indications of inappropriate or unusual activity;
b. Reports findings to [Assignment: organization-defined personnel];

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

SecureCloud and Deep Security solutions support compliance with
this requirement through the audit event generation, the audit review,
and audit reporting capabilities. The ability to configure the type of
audit event should there be a change in risk to the system. The use of
privileged access to the audit records and the permitted actions
assigned to specific roles within the audit system.

c. Adjusts the level of audit review, analysis, and reporting within the information system when
there is a change in risk based on law enforcement information, intelligence information, or other
credible sources of information; and
d. Specifies the permitted actions for each [Selection (one or more): information system process;
role; user] associated with the review, analysis, and reporting of audit information.
Supplemental Guidance: Audit review, analysis, and reporting covers all auditing performed by
organizations including, for example, auditing that results from monitoring of account usage, remote
access, wireless connectivity, mobile device connection, configuration settings, system component
inventory, use of maintenance tools and non-local maintenance, physical access, temperature and
humidity, equipment delivery and removal, communications at the information system boundaries,
use of mobile code, and use of VoIP. Permitted actions for information system processes, roles,
and/or users associated with the review, analysis, and reporting of audit records include, for example,
read, write, execute, append, and delete. Related controls: AC-2, AC-3, AC-6, AC-17, AC-19, AT-3,
AT-5, AU-7, CA-7, CM-6, CM-8, CM-10, CM-11, IA-5, IR-5, IR-6, MA-3, MA-4, PE-3, PE-6, PE-14,
PE-16, SC-7, SC-18, SC-19, SI-4, SI-7.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

AU-6 (1) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Review, Analysis and Reporting / Process Integration

P1
MH
1253

SecureCloud and Deep Security support this integration of audit
capabilities through the audit management functionality of the Deep
Security Manager and the SecureCloud Management Server.

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security and SecureCloud support the ability to correlate audit
data by providing interfaces to either a syslog server or input directly
to an SEIM system to provide organization awareness of security
events across all tiers of the organization.

The information system integrates audit review, analysis, and reporting processes to support
organizational processes for investigation and response to suspicious activities.
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: AU-12, PM-7.
AU-6 (3) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Review, Analysis and Reporting / Correlate Audit
Repositories
The organization analyzes and correlates audit records across different repositories to gain
organization-wide situational awareness.
Supplemental Guidance: Organization-wide situational awareness includes awareness across all
three tiers of risk management (i.e., organizational, mission/business process, and information
system) and supports cross-organization awareness. Related controls: AU-12, IR-4.

Deep Security supports the ability to collect, review, and analyse audit
records from the Deep Security Agents located in multiple components
either in the physical server or virtualized servers environments.
SecureCloud also collects reviews and analysis audit record
information from multiple servers through the RunTime Agents.

AU-6 (4) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Review, Analysis and Reporting / Central Review and
Analysis
The information system provides the capability to centrally review and analyze audit records from
multiple components within the system.
Supplemental Guidance: Automated mechanisms for centralized reviews and analyses include, for
example, Security Information Management products. Related controls: AU-2, AU-12.
AU-6 (5) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Review, Analysis and Reporting / Scanning and
Monitoring Capabilities
The organization integrates analysis of audit records with analysis of vulnerability scanning
information, performance data, and information system monitoring information to further enhance the
ability to identify inappropriate or unusual activity.
Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement does not require vulnerability scanning, the
generation of performance data, or information system monitoring. Rather, the enhancement requires
that the analysis of information being otherwise produced in these areas is integrated with the
analysis of audit information. Security Event and Information Management System tools can facilitate
audit record aggregation/consolidation from multiple information system components as well as audit
record correlation and analysis. The use of standardized audit record analysis scripts developed by
organizations (with localized script adjustments, as necessary), provides more cost-effective
approaches for analyzing audit record information collected. The correlation of audit record
information with vulnerability scanning information is important in determining the veracity of
vulnerability scans and correlating attack detection events with scanning results. Correlation with
performance data can help uncover denial of service attacks or cyber attacks resulting in
unauthorized use of resources. Correlation with system monitoring information can assist in
uncovering attacks and in better relating audit information to operational situations. Related controls:
AU-12, IR-4, RA-5.
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P1
H

Deep Security supports this capability to identify inappropriate
behavior through the multiple functions provided by the solution,
namely Deep Packet Inspection, Anti-Virus scanning, Malware
detection, Firewall filtering, Integrity Monitoring, and Log Inspections.
All security event data produced by these functions is provided to the
central Deep Security Manager either for further analysis at that point
or sent on to a SEIM solution to be co-ordinated with other security
event information, for example that produced by a vulnerability scan.
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AU-7 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Reduction and Report Generation
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-7 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Reduction and Report Generation
The organization employs an audit reduction and report generation capability that:
a. Supports expeditious, on-demand audit review, analysis, and reporting requirements and after
the-fact investigations of security incidents; and

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P2
MH
1253

Both Deep Security and SecureCloud support this audit reduction
capability through the ability to configure an "audit event”. Audit
Administrators have the ability to modify the granularity of the type and
frequency of events to be recorded and collected.

P2
MH
1253

SecureCloud and Deep Security support this capability by providing
the ability to search through the audit records based on event location,
event type, date and times, and identities of individuals. This can be
used to provide a reduced subset of the audit records that are of
special interest to the organization.

b. Does not alter original audit records.
Supplemental Guidance: Audit reduction and report generation capabilities do not always emanate
from the same information system or from the same organizational entities conducting auditing
activities. Related control: AU-6.
AU-7 (1) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Reduction and Report Generation / Automatic
Processing
The information system provides the capability to automatically process audit records for events of
interest based on the content of [Assignment: organization-defined audit fields within audit records].

As further support to satisfying this requirement, Event Tagging allows
administrators to manually tag events with predefined labels ("attack",
"suspicious", "patch", "acceptable change", "false positive", "high
priority", etc.) and the ability to define custom labels.In addition to the
manual tagging of events, automated event tagging can be
accomplished via the use of a "Reference Computer", which is useful
for managing Integrity Monitoring events.

Supplemental Guidance: Events of interest can be identified by the content of specific audit record
fields including for example, identities of individuals, event types, event locations, event times, event
dates, system resources involved, IP addresses involved, or information objects accessed.
Organizations may define audit event criteria to any degree of granularity required, for example,
locations selectable by general networking location (e.g., by network or subnetwork) or selectable by
specific information system component. Related controls: AU-2, AU-12.

Deep Security and SecureCloud support this capability by having the
ability to filter and sort the audit record fields.

AU-7 (2) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Reduction and Report Generation / Automatic Sorting
The information system provides the capability to automatically sort audit records for events of
interest based on the content of [Assignment: organization-defined audit fields within audit records].
Supplemental Guidance: Sorting of audit records may be based upon the contents of audit record
fields, for example: (i) date/time of events; (ii) user identifiers; (iii) Internet Protocol (IP) addresses
involved in the event; (iv) type of event; or (v) event success/failure.

AU-9 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Protection of Audit Information
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-9 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Protection of Audit Information
The information system protects audit information and audit tools from unauthorized access,
modification, and deletion.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

The Deep Security solution satisfies this requirement and is shown to
enforce this capability by the EAL4 level validation of the Common
Criteria to protect the audit information from unauthorized access,
modification, and deletion.

Supplemental Guidance: Audit information includes all information (e.g., audit records, audit settings,
and audit reports) needed to successfully audit information system activity. This control focuses on
technical protection of audit information. Physical protection of audit information is addressed by
media protection controls and physical and environmental protection controls. Related controls: AC-3,
AC-6, MP-2, MP-4, PE-2, PE-3, PE-6.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-9 (2) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Protection of Audit Information / Audit Backup on Separate
Physical Systems – Components
The information system backs up audit records [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] onto a
physically different system or system component than the system or component being audited.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
H
1253

Deep Security and SecureCloud support this capability through the
ability to transmit the audit and log files to a syslog server or to a SEIM
type system.

P1
H
1253

Deep Security supports this capability by implementing cryptographic
techniques (Secure Hash) to protect and detect unauthorized
modifications to the audit records; and ensures that the previously
recorded audit records are maintained either due to a system failure or
attack.

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security supports the satisfying of this requirement by providing
only authorized administrators with the capability to read audit
information, which they have been granted access to. Deep Security
prohibits all users read access to the audit records, except those users
that have been granted explicit read-access to the audit records.

Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement helps to ensure that a compromise of the
information system being audited does not also result in a compromise of the audit records. Related
controls: AU-4, AU-5, AU-11.
AU-9 (3) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Protection of Audit Information / Cryptographic Protection
The information system employs cryptographic mechanisms to protect the integrity of audit
information and audit tools.
Supplemental Guidance: Cryptographic mechanisms used for protecting the integrity of audit
information include, for example, signed hash functions using asymmetric cryptography enabling
distribution of the public key to verify the hash information while maintaining the confidentiality of the
secret key used to generate the hash. Related controls: AU-10, SC-12, SC-13.
AU-9 (4) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Protection of Audit Information / Access by Subset of
Privileged Users
The organization authorizes access to management of audit functionality to only [Assignment:
organization-defined subset of privileged users].
Supplemental Guidance: Individuals with privileged access to an information system and who are also
the subject of an audit by that system, may affect the reliability of audit information by inhibiting audit
activities or modifying audit records. This control enhancement requires that privileged access be
further defined between audit-related privileges and other privileges, thus, limiting the users with
audit-related privileges. Related controls: AC-5.

SecureCloud supports compliance with this requirement through the
SecureCloud Security Administrator role who has the ability to audit
and manage device key information, which includes device key export
and generate reports for device key information.
The SecureCloud Role Based Access Control for the SecureCloud
Auditor provides controls on full report and log functionality, including
log deletion. All other functionality is limited to read-only access.

AU-9 (6) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Protection of Audit Information / Read Only Access
The organization authorizes read access to audit information to [Assignment: organization-defined
subset of privileged users].

SecureCloud through the Role Based Access Control mechanism
satisfies this requirement to ensure that only explicitly privileged users
have read access to audit information. Such as the SecureCloud
Security Administrator has the ability to audit and manage device key
information, which includes device key export and generate reports for
device key information.
The SecureCloud Auditor can explicitly provide full report and log
functionality, including log deletion. All other functionality is limited to
read-only access.
Deep Security satisfies this requirement through the "Auditor" role,
which gives the Auditor the ability to view all the information in the
Deep Security system but not the ability to make any modifications
except to their personal settings (password, contact information, view
preferences, etc.) Roles with various levels of system access rights
can be created and modified.
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AU-11 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Record Retention
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-11 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Record Retention
The organization retains audit records for [Assignment: organization-defined time period consistent
with records retention policy] to provide support for after-the-fact investigations of security incidents
and to meet regulatory and organizational information retention requirements.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P3
LMH
1253

SecureCloud and Deep Security support compliance with this
capability to retain audit records and logs for a predetermined period
of time.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

Deep Security supports satisfying of this requirement for audit data
generation by being able to generate an audit record of the following
auditable events:

Supplemental Guidance: Organization retain audit records until it is determined that they are no
longer needed for administrative, legal, audit, or other operational purposes. This includes, for
example, retention and availability of audit records relative to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests, subpoenas, and law enforcement actions. Organizations develop standard categories of
audit records relative to such types of actions and standard response processes for each type of
action. The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) General Records Schedules
provide federal policy on record retention. Related controls: AU-4, AU-5, AU-9.

AU-12 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Generation
NIST SP 800-53 Control
AU-12 Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Generation
The information system:
a. Provides audit record generation capability for the auditable events defined in AU-2 at
[Assignment: organization-defined information system components];

See detailed compliance statement recorded against AU-3. The
compliancy is also applicable to AU-12.

b. Allows [Assignment: organization-defined personnel] to select which auditable events are to be
audited by specific components of the information system; and
c. Generates audit records for the audited events defined in AU-2 with the content defined in AU-3.
Supplemental Guidance: Audits records can be generated from many different information system
components. Audited events are events for which audits are to be generated. These events are
typically a subset of all events for which the information system is capable of generating audit
records. Related controls: AC-3, AU-2, AU-3, AU-6, AU-7.
AU-12 (1) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Generation / Time-Correlated Audit Trail
The information system compiles audit records from [Assignment: organization-defined information
system components] into a system-wide (logical or physical) audit trail that is time correlated to within
[Assignment: organization-defined level of tolerance for relationship between time stamps of
individual records in the audit trail].

P1
H
1253

Deep Security and SecureCloud support compliance with this
requirement through the generation of date and time stamps which
can be synchronized to an accurate, correct, and reliable time source.

Supplemental Guidance: Audit trails are time-correlated if the time stamps in the individual audit
records can be reliably related to the time stamps in other audit records to achieve a time ordering of
the records within organizational tolerances. Related controls: AU-8, AU-12.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
Deep Security and SecureCloud partially meets this requirement
through the usage of a standardized syslog format, which conforms to
RFC 5424.

AU-12 (2) Technical / Audit and Accountability / Audit Generation / Standardized Formats
The information system produces a system-wide (logical or physical) audit trail composed of audit
records in a standardized format.
Supplemental Guidance: Audit information that is normalized to common standards promotes
interoperability and exchange of such information between dissimilar devices and information
systems. This facilitates production of event information that can be more readily analyzed and
correlated. Standard formats for audit records include, for example, system log records and audit
records compliant with Common Event Expressions (CEE). If logging mechanisms within information
systems do not conform to standardized formats, systems may convert individual audit records into
standardized formats when compiling system-wide audit trails.

CA-3 Management / Security Assessment and Authorization / Information System Connections
NIST SP 800-53 Control
CA-3 (2) Management / Security Assessment and Authorization / Information System Connections /
Classified National Security System Connection

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

The Deep Security Firewall solution supports compliance with this
requirement and the implementation of Deep Packet Inspection
satisfies flow control. The Deep Security solution is validated to the
Common Criteria EAL 4 level to provide the assurance of methodical
design, testing, and review.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P2
H
1253

The Deep Security solution supports compliance with this requirement
by the Integrity Monitoring and Recommendation Scans functionality.
Integrity Monitoring ensures that critical security files are monitored for
changes as part of an automated process to ensure accuracy and
availability of these files. The Recommendation Scanning engine is a
framework that exists within Deep Security Manager, which allows the
system to suggest and automatically assign security configuration.
The goal is to make configuration of hosts easier and only assign
security required to protect that host.

The organization prohibits the direct connection of a classified, national security system to an external
network without the use of [Assignment; organization-defined boundary protection device].
Supplemental Guidance: Organizations typically do not have control over external networks (e.g., the
Internet). Approved boundary protection devices (e.g., routers, firewalls) mediate communications
(i.e., information flows) between classified national security systems and external networks. In
addition, approved boundary protection devices (typically managed interface/cross-domain systems),
provide information flow enforcement from information systems to external networks.

CM-2 Operational / Configuration Management / Baseline Configuration
NIST SP 800-53 Control
CM-2 (2) Operational / Configuration Management / Baseline Configuration / Automation Support for
Accuracy – Currency
The organization employs automated mechanisms to maintain an up-to-date, complete, accurate, and
readily available baseline configuration of the information system.
Supplemental Guidance: Automated mechanisms that help organizations maintain consistent
baseline configurations for information systems include, for example, hardware and software
inventory tools, configuration management tools, and network management tools. Such tools can be
deployed and/or allocated as common controls, at the information system level, or at the operating
system or component level (e.g., on workstations, servers, notebook computers, network
components, or mobile devices). Tools can be used, for example, to track version numbers on
operating system applications, types of software installed, and current patch levels. Related controls:
CM-7, RA-5.
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CM-2 (6) Operational / Configuration Management / Baseline Configuration / Development and Test
Environments

P2
H

The Deep Security solution supports satisfying this requirement
through the Integrity Monitoring, which compares the current condition
of a monitored object with an existing baseline. Integrity Monitoring
monitors critical system objects such as files, folders, registry entries,
processes, services, and listening ports and can assist in developing a
systems baseline configuration and notifying administrators of any
modifications to it.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P3
H
1253

Deep Security supports compliance with this requirement through the
Deep Security audit functionality and through the Integrity Monitoring
functionality which can assist in determining if a modification has taken
place to a critical object and alert administrators to these configuration
modifications.

The organization maintains a baseline configuration for information system development and test
environments that is managed separately from the operational baseline configuration.
Supplemental Guidance: Establishing separate baseline configurations for development, testing, and
operational environments helps protect information systems from unplanned/unexpected events
related to development and testing activities). Separate baseline configurations allow organizations to
apply the configuration management that is most appropriate for each type of configuration. For
example, management of operational configurations typically emphasizes the need for stability, while
management of development/test configurations requires greater flexibility. This control enhancement
requires separate configurations but not necessarily separate physical environments. Related control:
CM-4.

CM-5 Operational / Configuration Management / Access Restrictions for Change
NIST SP 800-53 Control
CM-5 (2) Operational / Configuration Management / Access Restrictions for Change / Audit System
Changes
The organization conducts audits of information system changes [Assignment: organization defined
frequency] and [Assignment: organization-defined circumstances] to determine whether unauthorized
changes have occurred.
Supplemental Guidance: Indications that warrant auditing of information system changes and the
specific circumstances justifying such audits may be obtained from activities carried out by
organizations during the configuration change process. Related controls: AU-6, AU-7, CM-3, CM-5,
PE-6, PE-8.
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CM-6 Operational / Configuration Management / Configuration Settings
NIST SP 800-53 Control
CM-6 Operational / Configuration Management / Configuration Settings
The organization:
a. Establishes and documents configuration settings for information technology products employed
within the information system using [Assignment: organization-defined security configuration
checklists] that reflect the most restrictive mode consistent with operational requirements;

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

The Deep Security solution supports satisfying this requirement
through the Integrity Monitoring functionality which alerts an
administrator of a physical or virtualized environment of modifications
to critical security configuration objects. In addition the Deep Security
solution has introduced within the virtualized environment hypervisor
integrity monitoring utilizing Intel TPM/TXT technology to monitor
whether the hypervisor is compromised.

b. Implements the configuration settings;

The Recommendation Scanning function that exists within Deep
Security Manager also supports compliance with this requirement, by
allowing the system to suggest and automatically assign security
configuration. The goal is to automate configuration of hosts and
assign the security required to protect that host.

c. Identifies, documents, and approves exceptions from established configuration settings for
[Assignment: organization-defined information system components] based on [Assignment:
organization-defined operational requirements]; and
d. Monitors and controls changes to the configuration settings in accordance with organizational
policies and procedures.
Supplemental Guidance: Configuration settings are the configurable security-related parameters of
information technology products that are part of information systems, including for example, the
hardware, software, and firmware in servers, workstations, and network devices. Products for which
security-related configuration settings can be defined include, for example, mainframes, workstations,
servers (e.g., database, electronic mail, authentication, web, proxy, file, domain name) , input/output
devices (e.g., scanners, copiers, and printers), network components (e.g., firewalls, routers,
gateways, voice and data switches, wireless access points, network appliances, sensors), operating
systems, middleware, and applications. Security-related parameters are those parameters impacting
the security state of information systems including the parameters required to satisfy other security
control requirements. Security-related parameters include, for example: (i) registry settings; (ii)
account, file, directory permission settings; and (iii) settings for functions, ports, protocols, services,
and remote connections. Organizations establish organization-wide configuration settings and
subsequently derive specific settings for information systems. The established settings become part
of the systems configuration baseline. Common secure configurations (also referred to as security
configuration checklists, lockdown and hardening guides, security reference guides, security technical
implementation guides) provide recognized, standardized, and established benchmarks that stipulate
secure configuration settings for specific information technology platforms/products and instructions
for configuring those information system components to meet operational requirements. Common
secure configurations can be developed by a variety of organizations including, for example,
information technology product developers, manufacturers, vendors, consortia, academia, industry,
federal agencies, and other organizations in the public and private sectors. Common secure
configurations include the United States Government Configuration Baseline (USGCB) which affects
the implementation of CM-6 and other controls such as AC-19 and CM-7. The Security Content
Automation Protocol (SCAP) and the defined standards within the protocol (e.g., Common
Configuration Enumeration) provide an effective method to uniquely identify, track, and control
configuration settings. OMB establishes federal policy on configuration requirements for federal
information systems. Related controls: AC-19, CM-2, CM-3, CM-7, SI-4.
CM-6 (1) Operational / Configuration Management / Configuration Settings / Automated Central
Management - Application – Verification
The organization employs automated mechanisms to centrally manage, apply, and verify
configuration settings.

P1
H
1253

Deep Security supports this capability through the automated
generation of administrator alerts should a security critical object be
modified.. Recommendations Scans, which provide administrators
with a list of areas on a host that need protection, and Virtual Patching
where malicious instructions that leverage vulnerabilities on unpatched
machines can be intercepted before they reach the vulnerability

Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: CA-7, CM-4.
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CP-2 Operational / Contingency Planning / Contingency Plan
NIST SP 800-53 Control
CP-2 (6) Operational / Contingency Planning / Contingency Plan / Alternate Processing - Storage Site

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

Deep Security supports satisfying this requirement, specifically in the
virtual environment, through the ability of Deep Security policies, rules
and filters, which are linked with Virtual Machines as they are moved
to alternate processing – storage sites, this ensures the security
remains intact after the VM move.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

Organizational Service Providers, who are contracted, as part of the
Service Agreement, to provide the contingency and alternate site
processing capability, are supported by the Deep Security and
SecureCloud solutions to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the
client data and environment physical and virtualized, during the
contingency operation and the transition of client data to alternate
sites.

The organization plans for the transfer of essential missions and business functions to alternate
processing and/or storage sites with little or no loss of operational continuity and sustains that
continuity through restoration to primary processing and/or storage sites.
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: CP-10, PE-12.

CP-7 Operational / Contingency Planning / Alternate Processing Site
NIST SP 800-53 Control
CP-7 Operational / Contingency Planning / Alternate Processing Site
The organization:
a. Establishes an alternate processing site including necessary agreements to permit the transfer
and resumption of information system operations for essential missions/business functions
within [Assignment: organization-defined time period consistent with recovery time and recovery
point objectives] when the primary processing capabilities are unavailable;
b. Ensures that equipment and supplies required to transfer and resume operations are available at
the alternate site or contracts are in place to support delivery to the site in time to support the
organization-defined time period for transfer/resumption; and
c. Ensures that the alternate processing site provides information security safeguards equivalent to
that of the primary site.

Deep Security further supports compliance with this requirement,
specifically in a virtual environment, through the ability of Deep
Security to link policies, rules and filters with Virtual Machines as they
are moved to alternate processing sites, this ensures the security
remains intact after the VM move.

Supplemental Guidance: Items covered by alternate processing site agreements include, for example,
environmental conditions at alternate sites, access rules, physical and environmental protection
requirements, and coordination for the transfer/assignment of personnel. Alternate processing sites
reflect the continuity requirements in contingency plans to maintain essential missions/business
functions despite disruption, compromise, or failure in organizational information systems. Related
controls: CP-2, CP-6, CP-8, CP-9, CP-10, MA-6.
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CP-9 Operational / Contingency Planning / Information System Backup
NIST SP 800-53 Control
CP-9 Operational / Contingency Planning / Information System Backup
The organization:
a. Conducts backups of user-level information contained in the information system [Assignment:
organization-defined frequency consistent with recovery time and recovery point objectives];

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

The Deep Security solution supports compliance with this requirement
through the Deep Security Manager, which can make use of an Oracle
or Microsoft database. Standard Oracle or Microsoft backup
procedures can be implemented to ensure the backup and recovery of
Deep Security user and system level information.

b. Conducts backups of system-level information contained in the information system [Assignment:
organization-defined frequency consistent with recovery time and recovery point objectives];

The SecureCloud solution can support satisfying this requirement by
encryption, at the full disk level, of all backup information.

c.

The SecureCloud solution supports this backup and recovery
requirement through the ability to Back up encrypted data just as
though it were unencrypted. Recovery is carried out by restoring this
data to a device and then mounting this device to a machine image
running the SecureCloud agent. Recovery is completed by requesting
and approving the keys for the device.

Conducts backups of information system documentation including security-related
documentation [Assignment: organization-defined frequency consistent with recovery time and
recovery point objectives]; and

d. Protects the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of backup information at storage locations.
Supplemental Guidance: System-level information includes, for example, system-state information,
operating system and application software, and licenses. User-level information includes any
information other than system-level information. Mechanisms employed by organizations to protect
the integrity of information system backups include, for example, digital signatures and cryptographic
hashes. Protection of system backup information while in transit is beyond the scope of this control.
Information system backups reflect the requirements in contingency plans as well as other
organizational requirements for backing up information. Related controls: CP-2, CP-6, MP-4, MP-5,
SC-13.
CP-9 (3) Operational / Contingency Planning / Information System Backup / Separate Storage for Critical
Information
The organization stores backup copies of [Assignment: organization-defined critical information
system software and other security-related information] in a separate facility or in a fire-rated
container that is not collocated with the operational system.

P1
H
1253

When the organization makes use of a Service Provider the Deep
Security and SecureCloud solutions ensure that the organizational
data remains confidential regardless of which site the Service Provider
uses as a store for organizational client security data.

Supplemental Guidance: Critical information system software includes, for example, operating
systems, cryptographic key management systems, and intrusion detection/prevention systems.
Security-related information includes, for example, organizational inventories of hardware, software,
and firmware components. Related controls: CM-2, CM-8.
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IA-3 Technical / Identification and Authentication / Device to Device
NIST SP 800-53 Control
IA-3 Technical / Identification and Authentication / Device to Device
The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates [Assignment: organization-defined
specific and/or types of devices] before establishing a [Selection (one or more): local; remote;
network] connection.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

The integration of SecureCloud and Deep Security supports
compliance with this requirement through the capability of identifying
and authenticating a storage device before the storage device
cryptographic keys are released to decrypt the organizational data on
the storage disk drives. SecureCloud will not release the cryptographic
keys, to permit decryption of the organizational data, on a storage
device until it has identified and authenticated with the Deep Security
components to ensure the correct storage device is addressed.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

The validation of Deep Security to the Common Criteria EAL4 level
satisfies this requirement. The SecureCloud solution validated to the
FIPS 140-02 ensures the solution is in compliance with this
requirement.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

The SecureCloud solution satisfies this requirement with the
cryptographic module authentication through the FIPS 140-2 validation
and through the use of the Key Management Interoperability Protocol.

Supplemental Guidance: Organizational devices requiring unique device-to-device identification and
authentication may be defined by type, by device, or by a combination of type/device. Information
systems typically use either shared known information (e.g., Media Access Control [MAC] or
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol [TCP/IP] addresses) for device identification or
organizational authentication solutions (e.g., IEEE 802.1x and Extensible Authentication Protocol
[EAP], Radius server with EAP-Transport Layer Security [TLS] authentication, Kerberos) to
identify/authenticate devices on local and/or wide area networks. Organizations determine the
required strength of authentication mechanisms by the security categories of information systems.
Related controls: AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, CA-3, IA-4, IA-5.

IA-5 Technical / Identification and Authentication / Authenticator Management
NIST SP 800-53 Control
IA-5 (7) Technical / Identification and Authentication / Authenticator Management / No Embedded
Unencrypted Static Authenticators
The organization ensures that unencrypted static authenticators are not embedded in applications or
access scripts or stored on function keys.
Supplemental Guidance: Organizations exercise caution in determining whether embedded or
stored authenticators are in encrypted or unencrypted form. If authenticators are used in the manner
stored, then those representations are considered unencrypted authenticators. This is irrespective of
whether that representation is perhaps an encrypted version of something else (e.g., a password).

IA-7 Technical / Identification and Authentication / Cryptographic Module Authentication
NIST SP 800-53 Control
IA-7 Technical / Identification and Authentication / Cryptographic Module Authentication
The information system implements mechanisms for authentication to a cryptographic module that
meet the requirements of applicable federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations,
standards, and guidance for such authentication.
Supplemental Guidance: This control reinforces the requirements for organizational information
systems implementing cryptographic protections using cryptographic modules. If cryptography is
required, information systems are required to authenticate to the associated cryptographic modules
implementing the cryptography. Related controls: SC-12, SC-13.

IR-4 Operational / Incident Response / Incident Handling
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
The Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions support compliance
with this requirement and are part of the Trend Micro Smart Protection
Network, which is coordinated and correlated to respond to the
continuous emergence of new threats.
The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network supports a cross
organizational perspective on incident awareness by storing the
information required for security countermeasures in a cloud
database. Trend Micro carries out updates and management via the
cloud providing an effective incident response.

IR-4 (8) Operational / Incident Response / Incident Handling / Correlation with External Organizations
The organization coordinates with [Assignment: organization-defined external organizations] to
correlate and share [Assignment: organization-defined incident information] to achieve a crossorganization perspective on incident awareness and more effective incident responses.
Supplemental Guidance: The coordination of incident information with external providers including,
for example, mission/business partners, customers, and suppliers, can provide significant benefits.
Cross-organizational coordination with respect to incident handling can serve as an important risk
management capability that allows organizations to leverage critical information from a variety of
sources to effectively respond to information security-related incidents potentially affecting the
organization's operations, assets, and individuals.

The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network uses a global network of
threat intelligence sensors to continually update email, web, and file
reputation databases in the cloud, identifying and blocking threats in
real time before they reach you.

IR-6 Operational / Incident Response / Reporting
NIST SP 800-53 Control
IR-6 (2) Operational / Incident Response / Reporting / Vulnerabilities Related to Incidents

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

Vulnerability reporting is generated within Deep Security Manager,
along with alert generations, and automated report creation and
delivery. In addition, Deep Security supports satisfying this
requirement by providing, to an organization, updates to vulnerability
rules that shield known and reported vulnerabilities. Rules that shield
newly discovered or reported vulnerabilities are automatically
delivered, often within hours, and can be pushed-out to thousands of
servers and end-user systems within minutes, without the need for
disruptive system restarts.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

The organization reports information system vulnerabilities associated with reported security
incidents to [Assignment: organization-defined personnel].

MP-4 Operational / Media Protection / Media Storage
NIST SP 800-53 Control
MP-4(2) Operational / Media Protection / Media Storage / Off-line Storage
The organization removes from online storage and stores off-line in a secure location [Assignment:
organization-defined user and/or system information].
Supplemental Guidance: Removing organizational information from online information system
storage to off-line storage eliminates the possibility of individuals gaining unauthorized access to the
information through a network. Therefore, organizations may choose to move information to off-line
storage in lieu of protecting such information in online storage. Related control: SC-28.
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In addition to the air-gap safeguard of off line storage, promoted by
this requirement, the SecureCloud solution protects the disk drives, by
encryption. This additional layer of protection provides the assurance
that the information on the disk drive is safeguarded in the event that
the disk drive is removed from the premises or the contents are ported
to a flash drive memory stick.
Each off line stored disk drive having individual encryption keys.
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PL-8 Management / Planning / Security Architecture
NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

PL-8 Management / Planning / Security Architecture
The organization develops an information security architecture for the information system that:
a. Describes the overall philosophy and approach to be taken with regard to protecting the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of organizational information; and
b. Describes how the security architecture is integrated into and supports the enterprise
architecture.
Supplemental Guidance: This control addresses actions taken by organizations in the design and
development of information systems. The information security architecture at the individual
information system level is consistent with and complements the more global, organization-wide
information security architecture described in PM-7 that is integral to and developed as part of the
enterprise architecture. The information security architecture includes an architectural description,
the placement/allocation of security functionality, security-related information for external interfaces,
information being exchanged across the interfaces, and the protection mechanisms associated with
each interface. Establishing, developing, documenting, and maintaining under strict configuration
control, a baseline configuration for organizational information systems is critical to implementing
and maintaining an effective information security architecture. The information security architecture
development is coordinated with the Senior Agency Official for Privacy (SAOP)/Chief Privacy Officer
(CPO) to ensure that security controls needed to support privacy requirements are identified and
effectively implemented. PL-8 is primarily directed at organizations (i.e., internally focused) to help
ensure that organizations develop an information security architecture for the information system
and that the security architecture is integrated with or tightly coupled to the enterprise architecture
through the organization-wide information security architecture. In contrast, SA-17 is primarily
directed at external information system or information technology product developers (although SA17 could be used internally within organizations for in-house development). SA-17, which is
complementary to PL-8, is selected when organizations outsource the development of information
systems or information system components to external entities and there is a need to
demonstrate/show consistency with the organization's enterprise architecture and information
security architecture. Related controls: CM-2, CM-6, PM-7, SA-5, SA-17, Appendix J.
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Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
The Deep Security solution supports, in a virtualized environment, a
"Trust Zone" security architecture. This defence-in-depth security
architecture is used where secured network segments are
implemented for separate trust zones (enclaves) where data flowing in
and out of each trust zone is subject to security controls. Often the
needed security controls increase in effectiveness and are layered in a
defence-in-depth manner from the network boundary of the enterprise
to the enterprise's more valuable and critical back-end system assets.
This defence-in-depth zoning security architecture can be
implemented using a combination of the traditional physical and the
virtual networking topology techniques.
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RA-5 Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning
NIST SP 800-53 Control
RA-5 Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning
The organization:
a. Scans for vulnerabilities in the information system and hosted applications [Assignment:
organization-defined frequency and/or randomly in accordance with organization-defined
process] and when new vulnerabilities potentially affecting the system/applications are
identified and reported;

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

The Deep Security solution supports compliance with this requirement
through the following vulnerability scanning capabilities:
- The Deep Packet Inspection - Intrusion Detection and Prevention
vulnerability rules shield a known vulnerability - for example, those
disclosed on Microsoft Tuesday - from any number of exploits and
exploit variants.
- Trend Micro Deep Security includes protection for applications and
operating systems, including database, web, email, and FTP
servers running on Windows, Solaris, or Linux. The vulnerability
rules shield newly discovered vulnerabilities and automatically
delivers corrective patches , often within hours, which in turn can be
pushed-out to organizational servers and end-user systems within
minutes, without the need for disruptive system restarts.

b. Employs vulnerability scanning tools and techniques that promote interoperability among tools
and automate parts of the vulnerability management process by using standards for:
- Enumerating platforms, software flaws, and improper configurations;
- Formatting and making transparent, checklists and test procedures; and
- Measuring vulnerability impact;
c. Analyzes vulnerability scan reports and results from security control assessments;
d. Remediates legitimate vulnerabilities [Assignment: organization-defined response times] in
accordance with an organizational assessment of risk; and

Deep Security also makes use of Smart rules, which provide broad
protection, and low-level insight, for servers and end-user systems.
For operating systems and applications, the rules limit variations of
elements of traffic, limiting the ability of attackers to investigate
possible attack vectors since many attacks are based on exceeding
expected characteristics. For servers and end-user systems, smart
rules also provide insight into application activity and unexpected
traffic (HTTP on an unexpected port, use of a web browser on a
server, etc).

e. Shares information obtained from the vulnerability scanning process and security control
assessments with [Assignment: organization-defined personnel] to help eliminate similar
vulnerabilities in other information systems (i.e., systemic weaknesses or deficiencies).
Supplemental Guidance: Security categorization of information systems guides the frequency and
comprehensiveness of vulnerability scans. Organization determine the required vulnerability
scanning for all information system components, ensuring that potential sources of vulnerabilities
such as networked printers, scanners, and copiers are not overlooked. Vulnerability analyses for
custom software applications may require additional approaches such as static analysis, dynamic
analysis, binary analysis, or hybrid of the three approaches. Organizations can employ these
analysis approaches in a variety of tools (e.g., web-based application scanners, static analysis tools,
binary analyzers) and in source code reviews. Vulnerability scanning includes, for example: (i)
scanning for patch levels; (ii) scanning for functions, ports, protocols, and services that should not be
accessible to users or devices; and (iii) scanning for improperly configured or incorrectly operating
information flow control mechanisms. Organizations consider using tools that express vulnerabilities
in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) naming convention and that use the Open
Vulnerability Assessment Language (OVAL) to determine/test for the presence of vulnerabilities.
Suggested sources for vulnerability information include the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)
listing and the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). In addition, security control assessments such
as red team exercises provide other sources of potential vulnerabilities for which to scan.
Organizations also consider using tools that express vulnerability impact by the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). Related controls: CA-2, CA-7, CM-4, CM-6, RA-2, RA-3, SA11, SI-2.
RA-5 (1) Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning / Update Tool Capability
The organization employs vulnerability scanning tools that include the capability to readily update
the information system vulnerabilities to be scanned.

Finally, Deep Security makes use of Application Control rules, which
provide increased visibility into, or control over, the applications that
are accessing the network. These rules are also used to identify
malicious software accessing the network.

P1
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The Deep Security solution provides the ability to update the
information system vulnerabilities to be scanned through the use of:

Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: SI-3, SI-7.

- Detecting intruder reconnaissance activities;
- Developing in a timely fashion vulnerability rules that shield newly
discovered vulnerabilities;
- The Deep Security Relay which relays security updates from the
Trend Micro global ActiveUpdate server to the Deep Security
system.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control
RA-5 (2) Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning / Update by Frequency - When
Identified
The organization updates the information system vulnerabilities scanned [Assignment: organizationdefined frequency] or when new vulnerabilities are identified and reported.

RA-5 (3) Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning / Breadth - Depth of Coverage
The organization employs vulnerability scanning procedures that can demonstrate the breadth and
depth of coverage (i.e., information system components scanned and vulnerabilities checked).
RA-5 (4) Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning / Discoverable Information
The organization attempts to discern what information about the information system is discoverable
by adversaries.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
H
1253

In addition to the organization carrying out vulnerability scanning at a
pre determined period the Deep Security solution provides active
updates and new rules and filers that protect against newly discovered
vulnerabilities, the updates are automatically delivered to host
machines.

P1
H

The Deep Security solution supports compliance with this requirement
and can provide the evidence through log inspection or audit records
of the virtual or physical servers scanned and report on the
vulnerabilities checked.

1253
H
1253

The Deep Security satisfies this requirement by the firewall module
which will detect reconnaissance activities of intruders and provide an
indication that such activity is taking place to the systems
administrator.

Supplemental Guidance: Related control: AU-13.
RA-5 (6) Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning / Automated Trend Analyses
The organization employs automated mechanisms to compare the results of vulnerability scans over
time to determine trends in information system vulnerabilities.
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: IR-4, IR-5, SI-4.
RA-5 (8) Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning / Review Historic Audit Logs
The organization reviews historic audit logs to determine if a vulnerability identified in the information
system has been previously exploited.

RA-5 (10) Management / Risk Assessment / Vulnerability Scanning / Correlate Scanning Information
The organization correlates the output from vulnerability scanning tools to determine the presence of
multi-vulnerability/multi-hop attack vectors.
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The Deep Security solution supports and provides statistical and
trending information on vulnerabilities at various levels, including raw
network packet data, malware and anti virus signature file updates and
effectiveness, this information can be used to determine the efficiency
of the mechanisms in place to counter threats.

Deep Security supports compliance with this requirement by providing
the audit and log information on when vulnerabilities are identified. In
addition when a new vulnerability is identified Deep Security provides
updated patches to close down this newly discovered vulnerability
automatically.
Deep Security provides a single pane of glass view on multiple
suspicious activities, through network packet inspection, log
inspection, object integrity monitoring and audit records that could lead
to a successful attack on the information system if allowed to develop.
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SA-3 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / System Development Life Cycle
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-3 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / System Development Life Cycle
The organization:
a. Manages the information system using a documented system development life cycle
methodology that incorporates information security considerations;
b. Defines and documents information security roles and responsibilities throughout the system
development life cycle;
c. Identifies individuals having information security roles and responsibilities; and
d. Integrates the organizational information security risk management process into the system
development life cycle activities.
Supplemental Guidance: To apply needed security controls within the system development life cycle
(including the acquisition process) requires a basic understanding of information security, threats,
vulnerabilities, and risk to critical missions/business functions. The security engineering principles
described in SA-8 cannot be properly applied if individuals that design, code, and test information
systems and system components (including information technology products that are used to build
those systems/components) do not understand security. Therefore, organizations include qualified
personnel, for example, chief information security officers, security architects, security engineers,
and information system security officers in system development life cycle activities to ensure that
security requirements are incorporated into organizational information systems. It is also equally
important that developers include individuals on the development team that possess the requisite
security expertise and skills to ensure needed security capabilities are effectively integrated into the
information system. Security awareness and training programs can help ensure that individuals
having key security roles and responsibilities have the appropriate experience, skills, and expertise
to conduct assigned system development life cycle activities. The effective integration of security
requirements into the enterprise architecture helps to ensure that important security considerations
are addressed early in the system development life cycle - and those considerations are directly
related to the mission/business processes defined by organizations. This requirements integration
process also facilitates the integration of the information security architecture into the enterprise
architecture, consistent with organizational risk management and information security strategies.
Related controls: AT-3, PM-7, SA-8.
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Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
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Trend Micro supports compliance with this requirement through
development of the Deep Security and Secure Cloud security products
using industry best practices for product development within a life
cycle approach. The approach is documented in the Trend Micro
Engineering Handbooks as part of the Product Development Life
Cycle process. Products and modules that provide protection and
security features (especially, but not limited to, those using Anti-threat
protection) undergo Core Tech Certification Center certification. This is
to ensure the solutions implemented by the products can detect and
protect against malicious attacks; and ensure data security. In addition
a Vulnerability Assessment assesses the vulnerability of the products,
based on established industry standards and known attacks. Specific
test cases are used to validate assessment reports, and test the ability
to compromise the product’s security.
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SA-4 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Acquisition Process
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-4 (1) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Acquisition Process / Functional Properties of
Security Controls
The organization requires that developers provide a description of the functional properties of the
security controls to be employed within the information system, information system components, or
information system services.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security satisfies this requirement by being validated within the
Common Criteria program to meet the EAL4 Assurance Level.
Evaluation Assurance Level 4 (EAL4) - means methodically designed,
tested, and reviewed. The values of EAL4 include:
- permits a developer to gain maximum assurance from positive
security engineering based on good commercial development
practices which, though rigorous, do not require substantial
specialist knowledge, skills, and other resources;

Supplemental Guidance: Functional properties of security controls describe the functionality (i.e.,
security capability, functions, mechanisms) visible at the interfaces of the controls and specifically
exclude functionality and structures internal to the operation of the controls. The purpose of this
control enhancement is to ensure that development processes produce design that increases the
likelihood of greater security strength. In contrast, the purpose of SA-5 is to ensure that
documentation is available to facilitate organizational understanding of testing, implementation,
and/or operational issues associated with deployed security controls. Related control: SA-5.
SA-4 (2) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Acquisition Process / Design - Implementation
Information for Security Controls
The organization requires that developers provide design and implementation information for the
security controls to be employed within the information system, information system components, or
information system services at the following level of detail: [Selection (one or more): high-level
design in terms of subsystems; low-level design in terms of modules; source-code/hardware
schematics; [Assignment: organization-defined level of detail]].

- applicable in those circumstances where developers or users
require a moderate to high level of independently assured security
in conventional commodity products and are prepared to incur
additional security-specific engineering costs;

P1
H

- provides assurance through the use of development environment
controls and additional Deep Security configuration management
including automation, and evidence of secure delivery procedures;
and

1253

Supplemental Guidance: Organizations may require different levels of detail in design and
implementation documentation for security controls employed in organizational information systems,
system components, and/or system services based on mission/business requirements, requirements
for trustworthiness and resiliency, and requirements for analysis and testing. The purpose of this
control enhancement is to ensure that development processes produce design that increases the
likelihood of greater security strength. In contrast, the purpose of SA-5 is to ensure that
documentation is available to facilitate organizational understanding of testing, implementation,
and/or operational issues associated with deployed security controls. Related control: SA-5.

- represents a meaningful increase in assurance from EAL3 by
requiring more design description, the implementation
representation for the entire Deep Security, Security Functions,
and improved mechanisms and/or procedures that provide
confidence that Deep Security will not be tampered with during
development.

SA-4 (3) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Acquisition Process / Development Methods Techniques – Practices
The organization requires that developers demonstrate that their development processes follow a
system development life cycle approach that employs [Assignment: organization-defined state-ofthe-practice system and security engineering methods, software development methods, quality
control processes, and validation techniques] to reduce vulnerabilities in hardware, software, or
firmware components within the information system.

- provides assurance by a full Security Target (ST) and an analysis
of the Security Functional Requirements in that ST, using a
functional and complete interface specification, guidance
documentation, a description of the basic modular design of Deep
Security, and a subset of the implementation, to understand the
security behavior;

1253

The Common Criteria analysis is supported by independent testing of
the Deep Security security functions, evidence of developer testing
based on the functional specification and product design, selective
independent confirmation of the developer test results, and a
vulnerability analysis (based upon the functional specification, product
design, implementation representation, security architecture
description and guidance evidence provided) demonstrating
resistance to penetration attackers with an Enhanced-Basic attack
potential.

Supplemental Guidance: Related control: SA-12.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-4 (6) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Acquisition Process / Use of Information
Assurance Products
The organization:
(a) Employs only government off-the-shelf (GOTS) or commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
information assurance (IA) and IA-enabled information technology products that compose an
NSA-approved solution to protect classified information when the networks used to transmit the
information are at a lower classification level than the information being transmitted; and

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

FIPS 140-2 Certified, Validation Number 1123: SecureCloud utilizes
the Trend Micro Encryption Module-a FIPS 140-2 certified crypto
engine, providing Full Disk Encryption (FDE) to physical, virtual or
cloud environments for SCSI, iSCSI, IDE and NFS storage devices.
FIPS-approved algorithms: AES (Cert. #920); HMAC (Cert. #514);
RNG (Cert. #528); SHS (Cert. #907); Triple-DES (Cert. #740)

(b) Ensures that these products have been evaluated and/or validated by the NSA or in
accordance with NSA-approved procedures.
Supplemental Guidance: COTS IA or IA-enabled information technology products used to protect
classified information by cryptographic means may be required to use NSA-approved key
management. Related controls: SC-8, SC-9, SC-12, SC-13.
SA-4 (7) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Acquisition Process / U.S. Government Protection
Profiles

Deep Security satisfies this requirement by conforming to the U.S.
Government Protection Profile Intrusion Detection System for Basic
Robustness Environments, Version 1.7, July 25, 2007.

The organization:
(a) Limits the use of commercially provided information technology products to those products
that have been successfully evaluated against a validated U.S. Government Protection Profile
for a specific technology type, if such a profile exists; and
(b) Requires, if no U.S. Government Protection Profile exists for a specific technology type but a
commercially provided information technology product relies on cryptographic functionality to
enforce its security policy, then the cryptographic module is FIPS-validated.
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: SC-12, SC-13.
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SA-5 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Information System Documentation
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-5 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Information System Documentation
The organization:
a. Obtains administrator documentation for the information system that describes:
- Secure configuration, installation, and operation of the information system;
- Effective use and maintenance of security functions/mechanisms; and
- Known vulnerabilities regarding configuration and use of administrative (i.e., privileged)
functions;

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
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Trend Micro Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions support
compliance with this requirement by delivering a complete set of
documentation, including but not limited to:
- Administration Manuals;
- Best Practices Guidelines;
- Installation Manuals; and
- Systems Engineering Cookbooks

b. Obtains user documentation for the information system that describes:
- User-accessible security functions/mechanisms and how to effectively use those security
functions/mechanisms;
- Methods for user interaction with the information system, which enables individuals to use the
system in a more secure manner; and
- User responsibilities in maintaining the security of the information and information system;
c. Documents attempts to obtain information system documentation when such documentation is
either unavailable or nonexistent and takes [Assignment: organization-defined actions] in
response;
d. Protects documentation as required, in accordance with the risk management strategy; and
e. Distributes documentation to [Assignment: organization-defined personnel].
Supplemental Guidance: The purpose of this control is to help organizational personnel understand
the implementation and operation of security controls associated with organizational information
systems. In contrast, documentation requirements in SA-4 help to ensure that information system
developers implement development processes that routinely produce such documentation and/or
artifacts as inherent, essential parts of those processes. Organizations consider establishing specific
measures to determine the quality and completeness of the content provided. Information systems
can include hardware, software, and firmware components. Information system developer is a
general term that includes developers or manufacturers of information technology products
(including hardware, software, firmware), systems integrators, vendors, and product resellers. The
inability to obtain needed information system documentation may occur, for example, due to the age
of the systems or lack of support from developers and contractors. In those situations, organizations
may need to recreate selected system documentation if such documentation is essential to the
effective implementation and/or operation of security controls. The level of protection provided for
selected information system documentation is commensurate with the security category of the
system. For example, documentation associated with a key DoD weapons system or command and
control system would typically require stronger safeguards than a routine administrative information
system. Related controls: CM-6, CM-8, PL-2, PL-4, PS-2, SA-3, SA-4.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-5 (1) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Information System Documentation / Functional
Properties of Security Controls
The organization obtains developer documentation that describes the functional properties of the
security controls employed within the information system.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P2
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As part of the Common Criteria validation Trend Micro supports and
made available the Deep Security and SecureCloud documentation
that provided assurance:

Supplemental Guidance: Functional properties of security controls describe the functionality (i.e.,
security functions, mechanisms) visible at the interfaces of the controls and specifically exclude
functionality and structures internal to the operation of the controls.
SA-5 (2) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Information System Documentation / Functional
Properties of Security Controls / Security-relevant External System Interfaces
The organization obtains developer documentation that describes the security-relevant external
interfaces to the information system.
SA-5 (3) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Information System Documentation / High-level
Design
The organization obtains developer documentation that describes the high-level design of the
information system in terms of subsystems.

- A full Security Target (ST);
- An analysis of the Security Functional Requirements in the ST,
using a functional and complete interface specification,
- Guidance documentation, a description of the basic modular
design of Deep Security, and

P2
H
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- A subset of the implementation, to understand the security
behavior.

P2
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1253

Supplemental Guidance: An information system can be partitioned into multiple subsystems.
SA-5 (4) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Information System Documentation / High-level
The organization obtains developer documentation that describes the low-level design of the
information system in terms of modules.

1253

Supplemental Guidance: Each subsystem within an information system can contain one or more
modules.
SA-5 (5) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Information System Documentation / Source
Code
The organization obtains the source code for the information system.
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SA-8 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Security Engineering Principles
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-8 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Security Engineering Principles
The organization applies information system security engineering principles in the specification,
design, development, implementation, and modification of the information system.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
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The Trend Micro Deep Security and Secure Cloud family of security
products supports compliance with this requirement by using industry
best practice based system development life cycle approach. The
approach is documented in the Trend Micro Engineering Handbooks
(EHB) as part of the Product Development Life Cycle. Products and
modules that provide protection and security features (especially, but
not limited to, those using Anti-threat protection) undergo Core Tech
Certification Center certification. This is to ensure the solutions
implemented by the product can (1) detect and protect against
malicious attacks and (2) ensure data security. In addition a
vulnerability assessment assesses the vulnerability of the product,
based on established industry standards or known attacks. Test cases
validate assessment reports. Test the ability to compromise the
programs security. Investigate what encoding methods and user
privileges can access data while transferring data on the Internet.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

Supplemental Guidance: Organizations apply security engineering principles primarily to new
development information systems or systems undergoing major upgrades. For legacy systems,
organizations apply security engineering principles to system upgrades and modifications to the
extent feasible, given the current state of hardware, software, and firmware within those systems.
Security engineering principles include, for example: (i) developing layered protections; (ii)
establishing sound security policy, architecture, and controls as the foundation for design; (iii)
incorporating security requirements into the system development life cycle; (iv) delineating physical
and logical security boundaries; (v) ensuring system developers are trained on how to build secure
software; (vi) tailoring security controls to meet organizational and operational needs; (vii)
performing threat modeling to identify use cases, threat agents, attack vectors, and attack patterns
as well as compensating controls and design patterns needed to mitigate risk; and (viii) reducing risk
to acceptable levels, thus enabling informed risk management decisions. Related controls: PM-7,
SA-3, SA-4, SA-17, SC-2, SC-3.

SA-9 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / External Information System Services
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-9 (5) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / External Information System Services /
Processing, Storage, and Service Location
The organization restricts the location of [Selection (one or more): information processing;
information/data; information system services] based on [Assignment: organization-defined
requirements or conditions].
Supplemental Guidance: The location of information processing, information/data storage, or
information system services that are critical to organizations can have a direct impact on the ability
of those organizations to successfully execute their missions/business functions. This situation
exists when external providers control the location of processing, storage or services. The criteria
external providers use for the selection of processing, storage, or service locations may be different
from organizational criteria. For example, organizations may want to ensure that data/information
storage locations are restricted to certain locations to facilitate incident response activities (e.g.,
forensic
analyses,
after-the-fact
investigations)
in
case
of
information
security
breaches/compromises. Such incident response activities may be adversely affected by the
governing laws or protocols in the locations where processing and storage occur and/or the
locations from which information system services emanate.
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Deep Security and SecureCloud support compliance with this
requirement where an organization is using a Service Provider
supplying a common infrastructure. The Service Provider
infrastructure may be used by many different client organizations. The
implementation of Deep Security and SecureCloud within the Service
Providers infrastructure will provide the necessary confidentiality and
boundary controls required to address the security concerns and
requirements of the organization. The cryptographic controls will
ensure that organizational data is only available to the organization
regardless of geographical location of the data. Connections to client
organization data is controlled by SecureCloud and Deep Security to
permit or deny access to the encrypted organizational data stored with
the Service Providers infrastructure.
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SA-11 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing
The organization requires that information system developers:
a. Create and implement a security test and evaluation plan that provides for testing/evaluation:
- At the depth of [Selection (one or more): security-related functional properties; securityrelated externally visible interfaces; high-level design; low-level design; implementation
representation (source code/hardware schematics)];
- At the rigor of [Selection: showing; demonstrating; rigorously demonstrating];

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P2
MH
1253

The Deep Security solution supports compliance with this requirement
as part of the Common Criteria validation process independent testing
of the Deep Security security functions, provided:
- evidence of developer testing based on the functional specification
and product design,
- carried out selective independent confirmation of the developer
test results,
- vulnerability analysis (based upon the functional specification,
product
design,
implementation
representation,
security
architecture description and guidance evidence provided), and

b. Include testing/evaluation at [Selection (one or more): unit; integration; system; regression];
and
c. Produce evidence of the execution of security testing/evaluation plan and the results of the
testing/evaluation.

- demonstrated resistance to penetration
Enhanced-Basic attack potential.

attackers

with

an

Supplemental Guidance: Developmental security testing occurs at all post-design phases of the
system development life cycle. Information systems include information technology products (i.e.,
hardware, software, and firmware components) that compose those systems. Information system
developer is a general term that includes developers or manufacturers of information technology
products (including hardware, software, firmware), systems integrators, vendors, and product
resellers. Developer testing confirms that: (i) the required security controls are implemented correctly
and operating as intended; and (ii) the information system meets the established security
requirements. Security test and evaluation plans provide the specific activities that developers plan
to carry out including the types of analyses, testing, and reviews of software and firmware
components, the degree of rigor to be applied in the analyses, tests, and reviews, and the types of
artifacts produced during those processes. Contracts specify the acceptance criteria for security test
and evaluation plans, flaw remediation processes, and evidence that plans and processes have
been diligently applied. This control also applies to organizations conducting internal systems
development and integration. Related controls: CA-2, CM-4, SA-3, SA-4, SA-5, SI-2.
SA-11 (2) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing / Threat and
Vulnerability Analyses - Flaw Remediation
The organization requires that information system developers:
(a) Perform threat and vulnerability analyses and subsequent testing of the as-built information
system; and
(b) Remediate security flaws or identify and document such flaws.
Supplemental Guidance: Applications may deviate significantly from the functional and design
specifications created during the requirements and design phases of the system development life
cycle. Therefore, threat and vulnerability analyses of information technology products and
information systems prior to delivery are critical to the effective operation of those products and
systems. Threat and vulnerability analyses at this phase of the life cycle help ensure that design or
implementation changes have been accounted for, and that any new vulnerabilities created as a
result of those changes have been reviewed and mitigated. Related controls: AT-5, RA-5.

1253

The Trend Micro Deep Security and Secure Cloud family of security
products support compliance with this requirement and were
developed using a industry best practice based system development
life cycle approach.
The approach is documented in the Trend Micro Engineering
Handbooks as part of the Product Development Life Cycle. Products
and modules that provide protection and security features (especially,
but not limited to, those using Anti-threat protection) undergo Core
Tech Certification Center certification. This is to ensure the solutions
implemented by the product can:
(1) detect and protect against malicious attacks, and
(2) ensure data security.
In addition a vulnerability assessment assesses the vulnerability of the
product, based on established industry standards or known attacks.
Test cases validate assessment reports. Test the ability to
compromise the programs security. Investigate what encoding
methods and user privileges can access data while transferring data
on the Internet.
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SA-11 (3) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing / Independent
Verification of Testing – Results
The organization requires that an independent agent satisfying [Assignment: organization-defined
independence criteria] verify the implementation of the developer security test and evaluation plan
and the evidence produced.

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
Both Deep Security and SecureCloud satisfy this requirement and
have been validated to the EAL 4 level of the Common Criteria. Part of
the Common Criteria validation is the testing and verification carried
out by independent Common Criteria qualified organizations.

Supplemental Guidance: Independent agents have the necessary qualifications (including skills,
expertise, training, and experience) to verify the implementation of developer security test and
evaluation plans. Related controls: AT-3, CA-2, CA-7, RA-5, SA-12.
SA-11 (4) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing / Manual Code
Reviews
The organization requires that information system developers perform manual code reviews of the
information technology product or information system using [Assignment: organization-defined
processes and/or techniques].
Supplemental Guidance: While software code analysis tools can do much of the work of finding and
flagging vulnerabilities, such tools are not perfect. As a result, manual code reviews are usually
reserved for the critical software and firmware components of information systems.
SA-11 (5) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing / Penetration Testing
The organization requires that information system developers perform penetration testing of the
information system at [Assignment: organization-defined breadth/depth] and with [Assignment:
organization-defined constraints].

Deep Security and SecureCloud support compliance with this
requirement as part of the EAL4 Common Criteria validation selected
sections or modules of source code were analysed and assessed for
correctness and security vulnerabilities.

(Note to Angus: This is an assumption, reasonable, but an assumption
unless we can confirm it happened!)

Deep Security and SecureCloud satisfy this requirement by
demonstrating resistance to penetration attackers with an EnhancedBasic attack potential through the Common Criteria validation process.

Supplemental Guidance: Penetration testing is an assessment methodology in which assessors,
using all available information technology product and/or information system documentation (e.g.,
product/system design specifications, source code, and administrator/operator manuals) and
working under specific constraints, attempt to circumvent implemented security features of
information technology products and information systems. Penetration testing can include, for
example, white, gray, or black box testing with analyses performed by skilled security professionals
simulating adversary actions. The objective of penetration testing is to uncover potential
vulnerabilities in information technology products and information systems resulting from
implementation errors, configuration faults, or other operational deployment weaknesses or
deficiencies. Penetration tests can be performed in conjunction with automated and manual code
reviews to provide greater levels of analysis than would ordinarily be possible.
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SA-11 (6) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing / Unit - Integration Regression Testing
The organization requires that information system developers perform [Selection (one or more): unit;
integration; system; regression] testing of the information system at [Assignment: organizationdefined breadth/depth].
Supplemental Guidance: Security properties of information systems may be affected by the
interconnection of system components or changes to those components. Such interconnections or
changes (e.g., upgrading or replacing operating systems) may adversely affect previously
implemented security controls. This control enhancement provides additional types of security
testing that developers can conduct to reduce or eliminate potential flaws introduced by the
interconnection of components or changes to information systems.

SA-11 (7) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing / Attack Surface
Reviews
The organization requires that information system developers perform attack surface reviews and
correct identified flaws in the information system.
Supplemental Guidance: Attack surfaces of information systems are exposed areas that make those
systems more vulnerable to cyber attacks. This includes any accessible areas where weaknesses or
deficiencies in information systems (including the hardware, software, and firmware components)
provide opportunities for adversaries to exploit vulnerabilities. Attack surface reviews ensure that
developers: (i) analyze both design and implementation changes to information systems; and (ii)
mitigate attack vectors generated as a result of the changes.
SA-11 (8)

Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Testing / Verify Scope of
Testing

The organization requires that information system developers verify the scope of security testing,
evaluation, and analyses [Selection: showing; demonstrating; rigorously demonstrating complete]
coverage of required security controls for the information system.

Document TMIC-003-N

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
Trend Micro QA supports compliance with this requirement by
conducting all necessary types of tests (feature level tests, system
level tests, etc.) and reports bugs to the bug tracking system.
Developers fix the bugs. It is especially important to perform a full test
cycle prior to entering the Beta phase.
Besides running test cases, QA will develop automation tests to
improve the test efficiency. QA measures and improves the test
coverage to ensure a proper testing scope. The test types include:
- Acceptance tests;
- Feature level tests;
- System level tests;
- Vulnerability assessment;
- Volume tests;
- Stress tests;
- Performance tests;
- Trend Micro Standards Compliance Verification;
- Regression tests;
- Configuration compatibility tests;
- UI and Documentation tests;
- Coverage tests;
- Exploratory tests;
- Internationalization and localization tests;
- Super lab tests; and
- Cross product/module integration tests.
Trend Micro – Product Development Life Cycle, Service Engineering
supports compliance with this requirement. The Service Engineering
document outlines the steps taken at Trend Micro to capture security
vulnerabilities, track and remove security bugs. The documentation
shows that all flaws are recorded and that the system tracks them to
completion. It describes how Trend Micro provides user information on
security flaws, corrections and guidance on corrective actions.

Deep Security and SecureCloud satisfy this requirement as the
Common Criteria validation of the products required the development
of a Security Target, which clearly defined the scope of the security
boundary as a Target of Evaluation (TOE). The product’s Security
Target defines the scope of testing, evaluation, and analysis.
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SA-15 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Development Process, Standards and Tools
The organization:
a. Requires that information system developers follow a documented development process that:
- Explicitly addresses security requirements;
- Identifies the standards and tools used in the development process; and
- Documents the specific tool options and tool configurations used in the development of the
information system; and
b. Reviews the development process, standards, tools, and tool options/configurations to ensure
that the process, standards, tools, and tool options/configurations selected and employed will
lead to satisfying organizational security requirements.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P2
H

The Deep Security Common Criteria validation to the EAL4 assurance
level supports compliance with this requirement by permitting
developers to gain maximum assurance from positive security
engineering based on good commercial development practices which,
though rigorous, do not require substantial specialist knowledge, skills,
and other resources. EAL4 also provides assurance through the use
of development environment controls and additional Deep Security
configuration management including automation, and evidence of
secure delivery procedures.

Supplemental Guidance: Information systems include the information technology products (i.e.,
hardware, software, and firmware components) that compose those systems. Information system
developer is a general term that includes developers and manufacturers of information technology
products (including hardware, software, firmware), systems integrators, vendors, and product
resellers. Development tools include, for example, programming languages and computer aided
design (CAD) systems. This control also applies to organizations conducting internal systems
development and integration. Related controls: SA-3, SA-8.
SA-15 (6) Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Development Process, Standards and Tools /
Continuous Improvement
The organization requires that information system developers implement an explicit process to
continuously improve the system development process.
Supplemental Guidance: Information system developers consider the effectiveness/efficiency of
current development processes for meeting quality goals and addressing security capabilities in
current threat environments.
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As part of the Continuous Improvement process Trend Micro supports
this requirement and conducts all necessary types of tests (feature
level tests, system level tests, etc.) and reports bugs to the bug
tracking system. Developers fix the bugs.
Trend Micro develops and implements automation tests to improve the
test efficiency and improves test coverage to ensure a proper testing
scope. The test types include:
- Acceptance tests;
- Feature level tests;
- System level tests;
- Vulnerability assessment;
- Volume tests;
- Stress tests;
- Performance tests;
- Trend Micro Standards Compliance Verification;
- Regression tests;
- Configuration compatibility tests;
- UI and Documentation tests;
- Coverage tests;
- Exploratory tests;
- Internationalization and localization tests;
- Super lab tests; and
- Cross product/module integration tests (Integration tests with
engine/pattern, AU, PR12, TMCM, third party products, etc.)
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Baseline

Compliancy

P2
H

Trend Micro satisfies this requirement by providing online and in class
training on all products and services.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
H

Deep Security supports compliance with this requirement and has
been
validated
by
the
National
Information
Assurance
Partnership/Common Criteria Evaluation and Validation Scheme
(NIAP/CCEVS)to the EAL 4 Assurance Level based on the U.S.
Government, Protection Profile (PP) Intrusion Detection System
System for Basic Robustness, Version 1.7, July 25, 2007. This
includes the Security Functional Requirements. The value of EAL4
include:

SA-16 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer-provided Training
The organization requires that information system developers provide [Assignment: organizationdefined training] on the correct use and operation of the security functions, controls, and/or
mechanisms implemented in the system.
Supplemental Guidance: This control applies to external and internal (in-house) information system
developers. Training of personnel is an essential element to ensure the effectiveness of security
controls implemented within organizational information systems. Training options include, for
example, classroom-style training, web-based/computer-based training, and hands-on training.
Organizations can also request sufficient training materials from developers to conduct in-house
training or offer self-training to organizational personnel. Organizations determine the type of training
necessary and may require different types of training for different security functions, controls, or
mechanisms.

SA-17 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Architecture and Design
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SA-17 Technical / System and Services Acquisition / Developer Security Architecture and Design
The organization requires that information system developers produce a design specification and
security architecture for the system that:
a. Is created as an integral part of the system development process;
b. Is consistent with and supportive of the security architecture within the enterprise architecture;
c. Accurately and completely describes the required security functionality, and the allocation of
security controls among physical and logical components; and
d. Expresses how individual security functions, mechanisms, and services work together to
provide required security capabilities and a unified approach to protection.
Supplemental Guidance: Information systems include the information technology products (i.e.,
hardware, software, and firmware components) that compose those systems. Information system
developer is a general term that includes developers or manufacturers of information technology
products (including hardware, software, firmware), systems integrators, vendors, and product
resellers. SA-17 is primarily directed at external information system (and information technology
product) developers although it could be used internally as well for in-house development. In
contrast, PL-8 is primarily directed at organizations (i.e., internally focused) to help ensure that
organizations develop an information security architecture and such security architecture is
integrated or tightly coupled to the enterprise architecture. This distinction is important if/when
organizations outsource the development of information systems or information system components
to external entities and there is a need to demonstrate consistency with the organization's enterprise
architecture and information security architecture. Related controls: PL-8, PM-7, SA-3, SA-8.

- permits a developer to gain maximum assurance from positive
security engineering based on good commercial development
practices which, though rigorous, do not require substantial
specialist knowledge, skills, and other resources;
- applicable in those circumstances where developers or users
require a moderate to high level of independently assured security
in conventional commodity products and are prepared to incur
additional security-specific engineering costs;
- provides assurance by a full Security Target (ST) and an analysis
of the Security Functional Requirements in that ST, using a
functional and complete interface specification, guidance
documentation, a description of the basic modular design of Deep
Security, and a subset of the implementation, to understand the
security behavior;
- provides assurance through the use of development environment
controls and additional Deep Security configuration management
including automation, and evidence of secure delivery procedures;
- represents a meaningful increase in assurance from EAL3 by
requiring more design description, the implementation
representation for the entire Deep Security Security Functions,
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Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
and improved mechanisms and/or procedures that provide
confidence that Deep Security will not be tampered with during
development.
The Common Criteria analysis is supported by independent testing of
the Deep Security security functions, evidence of developer testing
based on the functional specification and product design, selective
independent confirmation of the developer test results, and a
vulnerability analysis (based upon the functional specification, product
design, implementation representation, security architecture
description and guidance evidence provided) demonstrating
resistance to penetration attackers with an Enhanced-Basic attack
potential.

SC-2 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Application Partitioning
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-2 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Application Partitioning
The information system separates user functionality (including user interface services) from
information system management functionality.
Supplemental Guidance: Information system management functionality includes, for example,
functions necessary to administer databases, network components, workstations, or servers, and
typically requires privileged user access. The separation of user functionality from information
system management functionality is either physical or logical. Organizations implement separation of
system management-related functionality from user functionality by using different computers,
different central processing units, different instances of operating systems, different network
addresses, virtualization techniques, or combinations of these or other methods, as appropriate.
This type of separation includes, for example, web administrative interfaces that use separate
authentication methods for users of any other information system resources. Separation of system
and user functionality may include isolating administrative interfaces on different domains and with
additional access controls. Related controls: SA-4, SA-8, SC-3.
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Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security supports compliance with this requirement by
separating user functionality from systems management through the
Deep Security Manager server, which is a centralized web-based
management system that allows security administrators to create and
manage security policies and track threats and preventive actions
taken in response to them. DSM integrates with different aspects of
the datacenter including: VMware vCenter, Microsoft Active Directory
and has a Web services API for integration with SecureCloud.
The SecureCloud Central Management Console, provides the
separation between user functionality and systems management in the
SecureCloud solution. Privileged user accounts accessing the Central
Management Server Console can be integrated with the Active
Directory service and utilize the domain-based accounts to access the
Central Management Server Console. The Central Management
Console provides administrative functions for the control and security
of the SecureCloud solution separate from general user activity.
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Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
The Deep Security solution supports the satisfying of this requirement
by providing isolation from access and flow control through the Deep
Packet Inspection and anti virus capabilities at the physical and virtual
host machine levels.

SC-3 (2) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Security Function Isolation / Flow Control
Functions
The information system isolates security functions enforcing access and information flow control
from both nonsecurity functions and from other security functions.
Supplemental Guidance: Security functions that are potentially isolated from access and flow control
enforcement functions include, for example, auditing, intrusion detection, and antivirus functions.
SC-3 (6) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Security Function Isolation / Protection
Mechanisms
The organization employs boundary protection mechanisms to separate [Assignment: organizationdefined information system components] directly supporting [Assignment: organization-defined
missions and/or business functions].

P1
H

The integration of the Deep Security and SecureCloud solutions
supports implementation of boundary protection mechanisms in the
physical and virtual environments. Specifically, the use of
SecureCloud encryption and Deep Security information flow control in
a multi tenant cloud environment, to ensure the protection and
boundary control of an organizations data, in an environment where
boundary protection is generally considered to be very important.

Supplemental Guidance: Organizations can isolate information system components performing
different missions and/or business functions. Such isolation limits unauthorized information flows
among system components and also provides the opportunity to deploy greater levels of protection
for selected components. Separating system components with boundary protection mechanisms
provides the capability for increased protection of individual components and to more effectively
control information flows between those components. This type of enhanced protection limits the
potential harm from cyber attacks and errors. The degree of separation provided varies depending
upon the mechanisms chosen. Boundary protection mechanisms include, for example, routers,
gateways, and firewalls separating system components into physically separate networks or subnetworks, cross-domain devices separating sub-networks, and encrypting information flows among
system components using distinct encryption keys.
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SC-7 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection
The information system:
a. Monitors and controls communications at the external boundary of the system and at key
internal boundaries within the system; and

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

Where a Service Provider is supplying a common infrastructure, to be
used by many different client organizations, the implementation of
Deep Security and SecureCloud within the Service Providers
infrastructure will provide the necessary communication controls and
boundaries required to address the security requirements of the client
organizations. The boundary controls will be implemented through the
use of Deep Security host application firewall and deep packet
inspection functions. Additional connections to client organization data
will be controlled by SecureCloud to permit or deny access to the
encrypted client data stored with the Service Providers infrastructure.

P1
MH
1253

Service Providers who must allocate publically accessible system
components can, through the implementation of the Deep Security
firewall solution, provide subnetwork controls that architecturally
separate the public front end systems from the internal networks.

P1
MH
1253

The organization or Service Providers can address compliance with
this requirement by using the Deep Security, Deep Packet Inspection
and Firewall rules to analysis and assess the inbound and outbound
communications at specific “choke” points in the systems architecture.

P1
MH
1253

The Deep Security satisfies this requirement through the host firewall
rules which are implemented to deny all and allow only by explicit
exception.

P1

The Deep Security solution supports compliance with this requirement

b. Connects to external networks or information systems only through managed interfaces
consisting of boundary protection devices arranged in accordance with an organizational
security architecture.
Supplemental Guidance: Managed interfaces implemented by organizations provide boundary
protection capability using automated mechanisms or devices. Managed interfaces include, for
example, gateways, routers, firewalls, guards, or encrypted tunnels implemented within a security
architecture (e.g., routers protecting firewalls or application gateways residing on protected
subnetworks). Subnetworks that are physically separated from and external to internal networks are
commonly referred to as demilitarized zones or DMZs. Restricting and prohibiting interfaces within
organizational information systems includes, for example, restricting external web traffic to web
servers within managed interfaces and prohibiting external traffic that appears to be spoofing
internal addresses. Organizations consider the shared nature of commercial telecommunications
services in the implementation of security controls associated with the use of such services.
Commercial telecommunications services are commonly based on network components and
consolidated management systems shared by all attached commercial customers, and may also
include third-party provided access lines and other service elements. Such transmission services
may represent sources of increased risk despite contract security provisions. Related controls: AC-4,
AC-17, CA-3, CM-7, IR-4, RA-3, SC-5, SC-13.
SC-7 (1) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Physically
Separated Subnetworks
The organization physically allocates publicly accessible information system components to
subnetworks that are physically separated from and external to internal organizational networks.
Supplemental Guidance: Publicly accessible information system components include, for example,
public web servers.
SC-7 (3) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Access Points
The organization limits the number of access points to the information system to allow for more
comprehensive monitoring of inbound and outbound communications and network traffic.
Supplemental Guidance: The Trusted Internet Connection (TIC) initiative is an example of limiting
the number of managed network access points.
SC-7 (5) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Deny by Default Allow by Exception
The information system at managed interfaces, denies network traffic by default and allows network
traffic by exception (i.e., deny all, permit by exception)
SC-7 (6) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Response to
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Recognized Failures

H

The organization prevents the unauthorized release of information outside of the information system
boundary or any unauthorized communication through the information system boundary when there
is a recognized operational failure of one or more boundary protection mechanisms at the managed
interface.

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
when subjected to an operational failure will, when implemented with a
Deep Security Agent (DSA) component, fail into a closed state
preventing the unauthorized release of information outside of the
information system boundary.

Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: CP-2, SC-24.
Compliancy details are being analyzed and will be included in next
revision of this document.

SC-7 (9) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Restrict Outgoing
Communications Traffic
The information system:
(a) Detects and denies outgoing communications traffic posing a threat to external information
systems; and
(b) Audits the identity of internal users associated with denied communications.
Supplemental Guidance: Detecting outgoing communications traffic from internal actions that may
pose threats to external information systems is sometimes termed extrusion detection. Extrusion
detection at information system boundaries as part of managed interfaces includes the analysis of
incoming and outgoing network traffic looking for indications of internal threats to the security of
external systems. Such threats include, for example, traffic indicative of denial of service attacks and
traffic containing malware. Related controls: AU-2, SI-4.
SC-7 (11) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Restrict Incoming
Communications Traffic

1253

The information system only allows incoming communications from [Assignment: organizationdefined authorized sources] routed to [Assignment: organization-defined authorized destinations].
Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement provides determinations that source and
destination address pairs represent authorized/allowed communications. Such determinations can
be based on several factors including, for example, the presence of source/destination address pairs
in lists of authorized/allowed communications, the absence of address pairs in lists of
unauthorized/disallowed pairs, or meeting more general rules for authorized/allowed
source/destination pairs. Related control: AC-3.

The Deep Security Firewall rules examine the control information of
network packets, and determine if a network connection should be
allowed. Stateful Configuration filters analyze each network packet in
the context of traffic history, correctness of TCP and IP header values,
and TCP connection state transitions, manages existing network
sessions with great efficiency.
Virtual machine isolation: Allows VM's to be isolated virtual
environments, providing virtual segmentation without the need to
modify virtual switch configurations or network architecture.
Fine-grained filtering: Firewall rules filter traffic based on source and
destination IP address, port, MAC address, etc. Different rules can be
applied to different network interfaces. For end-user systems, the
firewall is location aware, and is able to limit interface use such that
only a single interface can be used at one time.
Security Profiles provide a logical way of replicating security settings
to physical or virtual servers or machines that share similar security
requirements.

SC-7 (12) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Host-Based
Protection
The organization implements [Assignment: organization-defined host-based boundary protection
mechanisms] at [Assignment: organization-defined information system components].

1253

The Deep Security solution provides host based boundary protection
through the host application stateful inspection firewall, through the
host deep packet inspection, and through web reputation services.
This can be implemented at the server or workstation level in the
physical or virtual environments.

Supplemental Guidance: Host-based boundary protection mechanisms include, for example, hostbased firewalls. Information system components employing host-based boundary protection
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Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

mechanisms include, for example, servers, workstations, and mobile devices.
SC-7 (16) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Prevent Discovery
of Components – Devices
The information system prevents discovery of specific system components (or devices) composing a
managed interface.
Supplemental Guidance: This control enhancement protects network addresses of information
system components that are part of managed interfaces from discovery through common tools and
techniques used to identify devices on networks. Network addresses are not available for discovery
(e.g., network address not published or entered in domain name systems), requiring prior knowledge
for access. Another obfuscation technique is to periodically change network addresses.

SC-7 (17) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Automated
Enforcement of Protocol Formats
The organization employs automated mechanisms to enforce adherence to protocol formats.
Supplemental Guidance: Automated mechanisms that enforce protocol formats include, for example,
deep packet inspection firewalls and XML gateways. Such devices verify adherence to protocol
formats/specifications (e.g., IEEE) at the application layer and identify significant vulnerabilities that
cannot be detected by devices operating at the network or transport layers. Related controls: AC-4,
SC-4.

The Deep Security solution through the functionality of
"Reconnaissance Detection" can determine and advise if an external
entity is attempting to discover specific system components or
weaknesses associated with them.
Smart rules provide broad protection, and low-level insight, for servers
and end-user systems. For operating systems and applications, the
rules limit variations of elements of traffic, limiting the ability of
attackers to investigate possible attack vectors since many attacks are
based on exceeding expected characteristics. For servers and enduser systems, smart rules also provide tremendous insight into
application activity and unexpected traffic (HTTP on an unexpected
port, use of a web browser on a server, etc)
Deep Packet Inspection provides an automated IDS/IPS capability,
which protects operating systems, commercial off-the-shelf
applications, and custom web applications against attacks such as
SQL injection and cross-site scripting.
Security updates that provide protection against newly discovered
vulnerabilities are automatically delivered to host machines.
Detailed event records are produced, which provide valuable
information, including the source of the attack, the time, and what the
potential intruder was attempting to exploit.
The Deep Packet Inspection module is available in both the Deep
Security Agent and Deep Security Appliance for VMware ESX/ESXi.

SC-7 (19) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Blocking Inbound Outbound Communications Traffic
The information system blocks both inbound and outbound communications traffic between
[Assignment: organization-defined communication clients] that are independently configured by end
users and external service providers.

The Deep Security Firewall Rules examine the control information of
network packets, and determine if a network connection should be
allowed. Stateful Configuration filters analyze each network packet in
the context of traffic history, correctness of TCP and IP header values,
and TCP connection state transitions, manages existing network
sessions with great efficiency.

Supplemental Guidance: Communication clients independently configured by end users and
external service providers include, for example, instant messaging clients. Traffic blocking does not
apply to communication clients that are configured by organizations to perform authorized functions.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
The Deep Security firewall as an EAL4 validated mechanism can be
used to create the implied Trust Zone architectures in a physical and
virtualized environment through the use of the Deep Security
Virtualized Appliance.

SC-7 (20) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Boundary Protection / Dynamic Isolation
– Segregation
The information system provides the capability to dynamically isolate/segregate [Assignment:
organization-defined information system components] from other components of the system.
Supplemental Guidance: The capability to dynamically isolate or segregate certain internal
components of organizational information systems is useful when it is necessary to partition or
separate certain components of dubious origin from those components possessing greater
trustworthiness. Component isolation reduces the attack surface of organizational information
systems. Isolation of selected information system components is also a means of limiting the
damage from successful cyber attacks when those attacks occur.

SC-8 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Transmission Integrity
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-8 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Transmission Integrity
The information system protects the integrity of transmitted information.
Supplemental Guidance: This control applies to both internal and external networks. For distributed
systems including, for example, service-oriented architectures, this control applies to end-to-end
integrity between the system components/services originating the transmitted information and the
system components/services receiving the transmitted information. Organizations relying on
commercial service providers offering transmission services as commodity items rather than as fully
dedicated services, may find it difficult to obtain the necessary assurances regarding the
implementation of needed security controls for transmission integrity. When it is infeasible or
impractical to obtain the necessary security controls and assurances of control effectiveness through
appropriate contracting vehicles, organizations implement appropriate compensating security
controls or explicitly accept the additional risk. Related controls: AC-17, PE-4.
SC-8 (1) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Transmission Integrity / Cryptographic or
Alternative Physical Protection
The organization employs cryptographic mechanisms implementing [Selection: FIPS-validated
cryptography; NSA-approved cryptography] to detect changes to information during transmission
unless otherwise protected by [Assignment: organization-defined alternative physical safeguards].

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

Compliancy details are being analyzed and will be included in next
revision of this document.

P1
MH
1253

Compliancy details are being analyzed and will be included in next
revision of this document.

Supplemental Guidance: Encrypting information for transmission protects information from
unauthorized modification. Alternative physical security safeguards include, for example, protected
distribution systems. Related control: SC-13.
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SC-9 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Transmission Confidentiality
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-9 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Transmission Confidentiality
The information system protects the confidentiality of transmitted information.
Supplemental Guidance: This control applies to both internal and external networks. For distributed
systems including, for example, service-oriented architectures, this control applies to end-to-end
confidentiality between the system components/services originating the transmitted information and
the system components/services receiving the transmitted information. Organizations relying on
commercial service providers offering transmission services as commodity items rather than as fully
dedicated services may find it difficult to obtain the necessary assurances regarding the
implementation of needed security controls for transmission confidentiality. When it is infeasible or
impractical to obtain the necessary security controls and assurances of control effectiveness through
appropriate contracting vehicles, organizations implement appropriate compensating security
controls or explicitly accept the additional risk. Related controls: AC-17, PE-4
SC-9 (1) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Transmission Confidentiality /
Cryptographic or Alternate Physical Protection
The organization employs cryptographic mechanisms implementing [Selection: FIPS-validated
cryptography; NSA-approved cryptography] to prevent unauthorized disclosure of information during
transmission unless otherwise protected by [Assignment: organization-defined alternative physical
safeguards].

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

The SecureCloud solution provides confidentiality of transmitted
information to the organizations data disk drives through FIPS 140-2
validated cryptographic protection.

P1
MH
1253

Supplemental Guidance: Encrypting information for transmission protects information (e.g.,
controlled unclassified information) from individuals without authorization or need to know.
Alternative physical safeguards include, for example, protected distribution systems. Related control:
SC-13.
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SC-12 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Key Establishment and Management
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-12

Baseline

Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Key Establishment and
Management

The organization establishes and manages cryptographic keys for required cryptography employed
within the information system in accordance with [Assignment: organization-defined requirements for
key generation, distribution, storage, access, and destruction].
Supplemental Guidance: Cryptographic key management and establishment can be performed
using manual procedures or automated mechanisms with supporting manual procedures.
Organizations define key management requirements in accordance with applicable federal laws,
Executive Orders, directives, regulations, policies, standards, and guidance, specifying appropriate
options, levels, and parameters. Related controls: SC-13, SC-17
SC-12 (2) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Key Establishment and
Management / Symmetric Keys
The organization produces, controls, and distributes symmetric cryptographic keys using [Selection:
NIST FIPS-compliant; NSA-approved] key management technology and processes.
SC-12 (3) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Key Establishment and
Management / Asymmetric Keys
The organization produces, controls, and distributes asymmetric cryptographic keys using
[Selection: NSA-approved key management technology and processes; approved PKI Class 3
certificates or prepositioned keying material; approved PKI Class 3 or Class 4 certificates and
hardware security tokens that protect the user's private key].

P1
LMH
1253

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
The SecureCloud solution makes use of:
- NIST FIPS 140-2 validated crypto module to produce, control and
distribute cryptographic keys for key management technology and
processes; and
- Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP) standard, which
establishes a single, protocol for the communication between key
management systems, providing a compatible key management
process between systems.
By implementing KMIP, SecureCloud key management is compatible
with other key management solutions allowing administrators to take
advantage of their pre-existing key management solutions, while
utilizing SecureCloud to validate the identity and integrity of the
environment prior to releasing the encryption keys.
The KMIP is an OASIS specification of a protocol used for the
communication between clients and servers to perform certain
management operations on objects stored and maintained by a key
management system. These objects are referred to as Managed
Objects in the specification. They include symmetric and asymmetric
cryptographic keys, digital certificates, and templates used to simplify
the creation of objects and control their use. Managed Objects are
managed with operations that include the ability to generate
cryptographic keys, register objects with the key management system,
obtain objects from the system, destroy objects from the system, and
search for objects maintained by the system. Managed Objects also
have associated attributes, which are named values stored by the key
management system and are obtained from the system via operations.
Certain attributes are added, modified, or deleted by operations.
The protocol specifies several certificate-related functions for which
there are a number of existing protocols namely Validate (e.g., SCVP
or XKMS), Certify (e.g. CMP, CMC, SCEP) and Re-certify (e.g. CMP,
CMC, SCEP). The protocol does not attempt to define a
comprehensive certificate management protocol, such as would be
needed for a certification authority. However, it does include functions
that are needed to allow a key server to provide a proxy for certificate
management functions.
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SC-13 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Protection
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-13 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Protection
The information system implements required cryptographic protections using cryptographic modules
that comply with applicable federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations,
standards, and guidance.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

The SecureCloud FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic mechanism is
further supported by the Key Management Interoperability Protocol an
OASIS standard for the interoperability of different key management
schemes and protocols.
The SecureCloud solution’s FIPS 140-2 validated crypto mechanisms
provide access to information based on policy-driven Key
Management which utilizes identity- and integrity-based policy
enforcement to ensure that only authorized users or organizations
receive keys or access secure volumes.

Supplemental Guidance: This control does not impose any requirements on organizations to use
cryptography. Rather, if cryptography is required based on the selection of other controls and
subsequently implemented by organizational information systems, the cryptographic modules
comply with applicable federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations, standards,
and guidance. Generally applicable cryptographic standards include, for example, FIPS-validated
cryptography to protect unclassified information and NSA-approved cryptography to protect
classified information. Related controls: AC-2, AC-3, AC-7, AC-17, AC-18, AU-9, AU-10, CM-11, CP9, IA-3, IA-7, MA-4, MP-2, MP-4, MP-5, SA-4, SC-8, SC-9, SC-12, SC-28, SI-7.
SC-13 (1) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Protection / FIPSValidated Cryptography
The information system implements, at a minimum, FIPS-validated cryptography to protect
unclassified information.
SC-13 (3)

Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Protection / Individuals
without Formal Access

The information system implements, at a minimum, FIPS-validated cryptography to protect
information when such information must be separated from individuals who have the necessary
clearances yet lack the necessary formal access approvals.

SC-13 (4) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Cryptographic Protection / Digital
Signatures

1253

Compliancy details are being analyzed and will be included in next
revision of this document.

The information system implements [Selection: FIPS-validated; NSA-approved] cryptography to
provide digital signatures.
Supplemental Guidance: Related control: SC-17.
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SC-18 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Mobile Code
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-18 (3) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Mobile Code / Prevent Downloading –
Execution

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

Compliancy details are being analyzed and will be included in next
revision of this document.

The information system prevents the download and execution of [Assignment: organization-defined
unacceptable mobile code].
An organization could use the Deep Security firewall, deep packet
inspection, and integrity monitoring, in a virtualized environment to
establish a virtual machine as a "sandbox" and permit all mobile code
to run in this controlled and monitored environment before releasing it
to the organizations general users.

SC-18 (5) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Mobile Code / Allow Execution in Only
Confined Environments
The organization allows execution of permitted mobile code only in confined virtual machine
environments.

SC-28 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Protection of Information at Rest
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-28 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Protection of Information at Rest
The information system protects the confidentiality and integrity of [Assignment: organization-defined
information at rest].

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

SecureCloud enables the protection and isolation of critical data
stored on physical or virtual drives using real-time encryption either at
rest or dynamically. It works with any of the following:

Supplemental Guidance: This control addresses the confidentiality and integrity of information at rest
and covers user information and system information. Information at rest refers to the state of
information when it is located on storage devices as specific components of information systems.
System-related information requiring protection includes, for example, configurations or rule sets for
firewalls, gateways, intrusion detection/prevention systems, filtering routers, and authenticator
content. Organizations may employ different mechanisms to achieve confidentiality and integrity
protections. Organizations may also employ other security controls including for example, secure offline storage in lieu of online storage when adequate protection of information at rest cannot
otherwise be achieved. Related controls: AC-3, AC-6, CM-3, CM-5, CM-6, MP-4, MP-5, PE-3, SC-8,
SC-9, SC-13, SI-3, SI-7.

- Cloud space that is rented from commercial Cloud Service
Providers (CSPs);
- Private Cloud space that a company implements;
- Physical and virtual systems deployed in data centers; and
- Implementations that combine these environments.
The encryption key required to access the data is stored on a separate
server that can be hosted in various locations including the different
geographic regions to further decrease the probability that both the
encrypted data and the encryption key are compromised.
The Deep Security solution provides Integrity Monitoring of critical
systems related information detecting when a systems critical
configuration file or rule set has been modified.

SC-28 (1) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Protection of Information at Rest /
Cryptographic Protection

1253

The SecureCloud implements a FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic
mechanism to encrypt an organizations data when the data is at rest
or offline.

The organization employs cryptographic mechanisms implementing [Selection: FIPS-validated
cryptography; NSA-approved cryptography] to prevent unauthorized disclosure and modification of
[Assignment: organization-defined information at rest].
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SC-29 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Heterogeneity
NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
Deep Security supports this requirement through the Deep Security
Virtual Appliance and Deep Security Agent , when implemented, will
allow an organization to move, or remove from an active virtualized
host environment virtualized machines, whilst keeping the security
controls intact and operational. It is critical that the security controls
associated with the virtual machines will continue to be active after the
virtual motioning of the virtual machine or virtual storage motioning.

SC-29 (1) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Heterogeneity / Virtualization Techniques
The organization employs virtualization techniques to support the deployment of a diversity of
operating systems and applications that are changed [Assignment: organization-defined frequency].
Supplemental Guidance: While frequent changes to operating systems and applications pose
configuration management challenges, the changes can result in an increased work factor for
adversaries in order to carry out successful cyber attacks. Changing virtual operating systems or
applications, as opposed to changing actual operating systems/applications, provide virtual changes
that impede attacker success while reducing configuration management efforts. In addition,
virtualization techniques can assist organizations in isolating untrustworthy software and/or software
of dubious provenance into confined execution environments.

SC-30 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Concealment and Misdirection
NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

SC-30 (3) Technical / System and Communications Protection / Concealment and Misdirection / Change
Processing - Storage Locations
The organization changes the location of [Assignment: organization-defined processing and/or
storage] at [Selection: [Assignment: organization-defined time intervals]; random time intervals]].

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
Deep Security supports this compliance with this requirement through
the functionality of linking the security controls associated with the
virtual machines and their respective storage LUNS, and will continue
to be active after the virtual motioning of the virtual machine or virtual
storage

Supplemental Guidance: Adversaries target critical organizational missions/business functions and
the information resources supporting those missions and functions while at the same time, trying to
minimize exposure of their existence and tradecraft. The static, homogeneous, and deterministic
nature of organizational information systems targeted by adversaries, make such systems more
susceptible to cyber attacks with less adversary cost and effort to be successful. Changing
organizational processing and storage locations (sometimes referred to as moving target defense),
addresses advanced persistent threats using techniques such as virtualization, distributed
processing, and replication. This enables organizations to relocate the information resources (i.e.,
processing and/or storage) supporting critical missions and business functions. Changing locations
of processing activities and/or storage sites introduces uncertainty into the targeting activities by
adversaries. This uncertainty increases the work factor of adversaries making compromises and
breaches to organizational information systems more difficult and time-consuming, and increasing
the chances that adversaries may inadvertently disclose aspects of tradecraft while attempting
locate critical organizational resources.
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SC-32 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Information System Partitioning
NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

The Deep Security solution provides, through the firewall functionality,
an ability to create Trust Zones in a physical or virtualized
environment. The Deep Packet Inspection provides flow control
between the various machines either physical or virtualized in the
different Trust Zones. In addition the SecureCloud can provide data
partioning through the use of the cryptographic functionality

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

SC-32 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Information System Partitioning
The organization partitions the information system into components residing in separate physical
domains (or environments) based on [Assignment: organization-defined circumstances for physical
separation of components].
Supplemental Guidance: Information system partitioning is a part of a defense-in-depth protection
strategy. Organizations determine the degree of physical separation of system components from
physically distinct components in separate racks in the same room, to components in separate
rooms for the more critical components, to more significant geographical separation of the most
critical components. Security categorization can guide the selection of appropriate candidates for
domain partitioning. Managed interfaces restrict or prohibit network access and information flow
among partitioned information system components. Related controls: AC-4, SA-8, SC-2, SC-3, SC7.

SC-37 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Distributed Processing and Storage
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SC-37 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Distributed Processing and Storage
The organization distributes [Assignment: organization-defined processing and storage] across
multiple physical locations.
Supplemental Guidance: Distributing processing and storage across multiple physical locations
provides some degree of redundancy or overlap for organizations, and therefore, increases the
work factor of adversaries to adversely impact organizational operations, assets, and individuals.
This control does not assume a single primary processing or storage location, and thus allows for
parallel processing and storage. Related controls: CP-6, CP-7.
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When an organization distributes the processing and storage across
multiple physical locations a significant issue is to have the processing
and storage security synchronized with the machines in the different
locations. To this end, Deep Security through the promulgation of
firewall rules and in the virtualized environment, the Deep Security
Virtual Appliance can ensure that machines located in different
locations have the correct safeguards implemented for their Trust
Zone level.
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SC-38 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Malware Analysis
NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

SC-38 Technical / System and Communications Protection / Malware Analysis
The organization:
a. Employs [Assignment: organization-defined tools and techniques] to analyze the behavior of
malware; and
b. Incorporates the results from malware analysis into organizational incident response and flaw
remediation processes.
Supplemental Guidance: The application of selected malware analysis tools and techniques
provides organizations with a more in-depth understanding of adversary tradecraft (i.e., tactics,
techniques, and procedures) and the functionality and purpose of specific instances of malware.
Understanding malware facilitates more effective organizational responses to current threats and
more effective responses to future threats. Organizations can conduct malware analyses either
statically (without executing code) or dynamically (by monitoring the behavior of executing code).

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
Deep Security supports satisfying this requirement through real-time,
scheduled, and on-demand scans for file-based viruses and malware
based upon known signatures. Deep Security performs scheduled
scans at the time and frequency configured by the authorized
administrator. This functionality is supported by the Trend Micro Smart
Protection Network for malware analysis, which provides a response
to the continuous emergence of new threats. New threats are created
at a rate of 1.5 every second, historically methods required virus
signature files, which would then have to be delivered to the premises
equipment. This caused network loads, memory usage, and system
loads to gradually increase daily.
The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network works by storing the
information required for security countermeasures in a cloud database
rather than on individual computers and Trend Micro then carries out
updates and management via the cloud. Therefore, a long-term
reduction in work and system loads produced by delivering virus
signature files is eliminated while simultaneously providing greater
security countermeasures.
The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network uses a global network of
threat intelligence sensors to continually update email, web, and file
reputation databases in the cloud, identifying and blocking threats in
real time before they reach the organization requiring the protection.
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SI-3 Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SI-3 Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection
The organization:
a. Employs malicious code protection mechanisms at information system entry and exit points
and at workstations, servers, or mobile computing devices on the network to detect and
eradicate malicious code:
- Transported by electronic mail, electronic mail attachments, web accesses, removable
media, or other common means; or
- Inserted through the exploitation of information system vulnerabilities;
b. Updates malicious code protection mechanisms (including signature definitions) whenever
new releases are available in accordance with organizational configuration management
policy and procedures;
c. Configures malicious code protection mechanisms to:
- Perform periodic scans of the information system [Assignment: organization-defined
frequency] and real-time scans of files from external sources at [Selection (one or more);
endpoint; network entry/exit points] as the files are downloaded, opened, or executed in
accordance with organizational security policy; and
- [Selection (one or more): block malicious code; quarantine malicious code; send alert to
administrator; [Assignment: organization-defined action]] in response to malicious code
detection; and
d. Addresses the receipt of false positives during malicious code detection and eradication and
the resulting potential impact on the availability of the information system.
Supplemental Guidance: Information system entry and exit points include, for example, firewalls,
electronic mail servers, web servers, proxy servers, and remote-access servers. Malicious code
includes, for example, viruses, worms, Trojan horses, and spyware. Malicious code can also be
encoded in various formats (e.g., UUENCODE, Unicode), contained within compressed files, or
hidden in files using steganography. Removable media includes, for example, USB devices,
diskettes, or compact disks. A variety of technologies and methods exist to limit or eliminate the
effects of malicious code. Pervasive configuration management and comprehensive software
integrity controls may be effective in preventing execution of unauthorized code. In addition to
commercial off-the-shelf software, malicious code may also be present in custom-built software.
This could include, for example, logic bombs, back doors, and other types of cyber attacks that
could affect organizational missions/business functions. Traditional malicious code protection
mechanisms cannot always detect such code. In these situations, organizations rely instead on
other safeguards including, for example, secure coding practices, configuration management and
control, trusted procurement processes, and monitoring practices to help ensure that software does
not perform functions other than those functions intended. Organizations may determine that in
response to malicious code detection, different actions may be warranted for different situations.
Organizations can define, for example, actions in response to malicious code detection during
periodic scans, actions in response to detection of malicious downloads, and actions in response to
detection of maliciousness when attempting to open or execute files. Related controls: CM-3, MP2, SA-4, SA-8, SA-12, SI-2, SI-4, SI-7.
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Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
LMH
1253

Deep Security Virtual Appliance (DSVA) and Deep Security Agent
provides, the introspection security safeguard for Anti-Malware - the
Anti-Malware can be configured to provide:
- The applicable real-time policies that apply during different periods
of the day/week;
- The policy for full scheduled or manual scans;
- Exclusions of file types and directories; and
- Real-time behavior (scanning reads and/or writes) and applicable
actions.
Upon detection of a file-based virus, Deep Security performs the
actions specified by the authorized administrator.
Actions are
administratively configurable on a virtual or physical machine through
the DSA or on a DSVA basis and consist of:
a) Clean the virus from the file,
b) Quarantine the file, and
c) Delete the file
Deep Security is able to collect an audit event from a computer
indicating detection of a virus. The event shall identify the computer
originating the audit event, the virus that was detected and the action
taken by the Deep Security.
Deep Security sends an alarm to the authorized administrator and
records the attempt as a system data record.
Further support for compliance with this requirement is achieved
through the Trend Micro Smart Protection Network, which uses a
global network of threat intelligence sensors to continually update
email, web, and file reputation databases in the cloud, identifying and
blocking threats in real time before they reach the organization
requiring the protection
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NIST SP 800-53 Control
SI-3 (1) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection / Central
Management
The organization centrally manages malicious code protection mechanisms.

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

P1
MH
1253

The Deep Security solution centrally manages the malicious code
protection mechanisms either the anti-virus or the deep packet
inspection through the Deep Security Manager. The Deep Security
Manager, which provides centralized active updates, Deep Packet
Inspection rules and filters, can also be integrated in the VMware
environment with the vCenter Server providing a systems
administrator with a single view point of anti-virus and malicious code
activity.

P1
MH
1253

Deep Security performs real-time, scheduled, and on-demand scans
for file-based viruses based upon known signatures.

P1
MH
1253

The Deep Security solution makes use of user based access controls,
at the Deep Security Manager, to ensure that only privileged users
gain access to the administration of the anti-virus and intrusion
detection capabilities of the product. The Deep Security Manager
access controls can be integrated with an organizations Active
Directory to simplify control of access rights and privileges.

1253

The Deep Security Manager controls all updates to the Deep Security
system, which control anti virus or malicious code intrusion detection
and prevention mechanism. Only users with escalated privileges can
access the Deep Security Manager.

Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: AU-2, SI-8.

SI-3 (2) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection / Automatic Updates
The information system automatically updates malicious code protection mechanisms (including
signature definitions).
Supplemental Guidance: Related control: SI-8.

SI-3 (3) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection / Non-privileged
Users
The information system prevents non-privileged users from circumventing malicious code
protection capabilities.

SI-3 (4) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection / Updates Only by
Privileged Users
The information system updates malicious code protection mechanisms only when directed by a
privileged user.
SI-3 (6) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection / Testing –
Verification
The organization:
(a) Tests malicious code protection mechanisms [Assignment: organization-defined frequency]
by introducing a known benign, non-spreading test case into the information system; and
(b) Verifies that both detection of the test case and associated incident reporting occur.
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: CA-2, CA-7, RA-5.
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TrendLabs' carries out all virus research and case analysis for Trend
Micro and its customers. It designs and tests virus pattern files and
refines the scan engine to keep Trend Micro technology up to date
and effective against the latest threats. During virus outbreaks,
TrendLabs implements strict "Red Alert" escalation procedures to
notify users and produce cures as quickly as possible. Trend Micro's
virus doctors usually develop an initial "fix" for a major new virus in 45
minutes or less, which can be distributed through the active updates
mechanism. TrendLabs also educates users about security threats
and promotes safe computing by compiling virus definitions and other
useful information on the company's web site.

TrendLabs, the global technical support and R&D center of Trend
Micro, was granted the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) 20000 certification in November 2011 with certificate no. 103
155 11004 for the adherence to IT service excellence of its Malware
Information, Detection, Cleanup and Technical Support Services. This
includes the ability to test and respond to the continuous emergence
of new threats. The Smart Protection Network works by storing the
information required for security countermeasures in a cloud database
rather than on individual computers and Trend Micro then carries out
updates and management via the cloud. Therefore, a long-term
reduction in work and system loads produced by delivering virus
signature files is eliminated while simultaneously providing greater
security countermeasures.
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NIST SP 800-53 Control

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network uses a global network of
threat intelligence sensors to continually update email, web, and file
reputation databases in the cloud, identifying and blocking threats in
real time before they reach the organization.

SI-3 (7)

The Deep Security solution implements within the anti virus and deep
packet inspection functionality heuristic techniques to compliment the
signature based techniques more commonly used.

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection / Non Signaturebased Detection

The information system employs non signature-based malicious code detection mechanisms.
Supplemental Guidance: Non signature-based detection mechanisms include, for example, the use
of heuristics to provide safeguards against malware for which signatures do not yet exist or for
which existing signatures may not be effective. This control enhancement does not preclude the
use of signature-based detection mechanisms.
The Deep Security solution implements the deep packet inspection
functionality to determine when suspect commands are being received
by the targeted physical or virtual machine. In the event that a
suspicious activity or series of commands are issued an alert is sent to
the Deep Security Manager or the SEIM system to inform the systems
administrator of the security event taking place. Further, the
implementation of the Deep Security Integrity Monitoring supports
satisfying this requirement through ensuring that configuration files
and specific commands have not been modified prior to execution.

SI-3 (8) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Malicious Code Protection / Detect
Unauthorized Commands
The information system detects [Assignment: organization-defined unauthorized operating system
commands] through the kernel application programming interface at [Assignment: organizationdefined information system hardware components] and [Selection (one or more): issues a warning;
audits the command execution; prevents the execution of the command].
Supplemental Guidance: Unauthorized operating system commands include, for example,
commands for kernel functions from information system processes that are not trusted to initiate
such commands, or commands for kernel functions that are suspicious even though commands of
that type are reasonable for processes to initiate. Organizations define the malicious commands to
be detected by a combination of command types, command classes, or specific instances of
commands. Organizations define hardware components by specific component, component type,
location in the network, or combination therein. Organizations may select different actions for
different types/classes/specific instances of potentially malicious commands.

SI-4 Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring
NIST SP 800-53 Control
SI-4 Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring
The organization:
a. Monitors the information system to detect attacks and indicators of potential attacks in
accordance with [Assignment: organization-defined monitoring objectives];
b. Identifies unauthorized use of the information system;
c. Deploys monitoring devices: (i) strategically within the information system to collect
organization-determined essential information; and (ii) at ad hoc locations within the system to
track specific types of transactions of interest to the organization;
d. Heightens the level of information system monitoring activity whenever there is an indication
of increased risk to organizational operations and assets, individuals, other organizations, or
the Nation based on law enforcement information, intelligence information, or other credible
sources of information; and
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Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

Deep Security supports and satisfies this requirement through the
combined functionality of Deep Packet Inspection, Firewall, Anti-Virus,
Integrity Monitoring, and Log Inspection. The ability to respond quickly
to new or emerging threats and provide corrections to vulnerabilities is
supported by the Trend Micro Smart Protection Network.
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) provides an IDS/IPS capability, which
protects operating systems, commercial off-the-shelf applications, and
custom web applications against attacks such as SQL injection and
cross-site scripting. Security updates that provide protection against
newly discovered vulnerabilities are automatically delivered to host
machines. Detailed event records are produced, which provide
valuable information, including the source of the attack, the time, and
what the potential intruder was attempting to exploit. The DPI Rules:
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Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

e. Obtains legal opinion with regard to information system monitoring activities in accordance
with applicable federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies, or regulations.

- Are defined for each individual Agent/Virtual Agent or a group of
Agents/Virtual Agents as a whole to manage their actions.
- Examine the content of a network packet or a sequence of
packets performing deep packet inspection. Based on predefined
DPI Rules, various actions are carried out by the
Agents/Appliances on these packets: from replacing specifically
defined or suspicious byte sequences, to completely dropping
packets and resetting the connection.

Supplemental Guidance: Information system monitoring includes external and internal monitoring.
External monitoring includes the observation of events occurring at the information system
boundary (i.e., part of perimeter defense and boundary protection). Internal monitoring includes the
observation of events occurring within the information system. Organizations can monitor
information systems, for example, by observing audit activities in real time or by observing other
system aspects such as access patterns, characteristics of access, and other actions. The
monitoring objectives may guide determination of the events. Information system monitoring
capability is achieved through a variety of tools and techniques (e.g., intrusion detection systems,
intrusion prevention systems, malicious code protection software, audit record monitoring software,
network monitoring software). Strategic locations for monitoring devices include, for example,
selected perimeter locations and near server farms supporting critical applications, with such
devices typically being employed at the managed interfaces associated with controls SC-7 and AC17. Einstein network monitoring devices from the Department of Homeland Security can also be
included as monitoring devices. The granularity of monitoring information collected is based on
organizational monitoring objectives and the capability of information systems to support such
objectives. Specific types of transactions of interest include, for example, Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) traffic that bypasses HTTP proxies. Information system monitoring is an integral
part of organizational continuous monitoring and incident response programs. Output from system
monitoring serves as input to continuous monitoring and incident response programs. Related
controls: AC-4, AC-8, AC-17, AU-2, AU-6, AU-7, AU-12, CA-7, IR-4, PE-3, RA-5, SC-7, SI-3, SI-7.
SI-4 (1)

SI-4 (3)

- Provide protection from known vulnerabilities such as Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS) and SQL injection in web applications through a
set of Web Application Protection rules.
- Are used to provide Application Control to computers, by
detecting known application traffic that may need to be restricted
in corporate environments.
The Deep Packet Inspection module is available in both the Deep
Security Agent and Deep Security Virtual Appliance for VMware
ESX/ESXi.

1253

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Automated
Tools for Real-time Analysis

The organization employs automated tools to support near real-time analysis of events.
Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Automated
Tool Integration

P1
MH
1253

The organization employs automated tools to integrate intrusion detection tools into access control
and flow control mechanisms for rapid response to attacks by enabling reconfiguration of these
mechanisms in support of attack isolation and elimination.
SI-4 (4)

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Inbound and
Outbound Communications Traffic

The information system monitors inbound and outbound communications traffic for unusual or
unauthorized activities or conditions.
Supplemental Guidance: Unusual/unauthorized activities or conditions related to information
system inbound and outbound communications traffic include, for example, internal traffic that
indicates the presence of malicious code within organizational information systems or propagating
among system components, the unauthorized exporting of information, or signaling to external
information systems. Evidence of malicious code is used to identify potentially compromised
information systems or information system components.
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Are designed to find attacks masquerading as legitimate traffic.
They can stop traffic containing content designed to exploit
specific application and OS vulnerabilities on a computer.

- Deliver Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDS/IPS) protection by
protecting vulnerabilities from known and unknown attacks.

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / System-wide
Intrusion Detection System

The organization connects and configures individual intrusion detection tools into an information
system-wide intrusion detection system using common protocols.
SI-4 (2)

-

P1
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The Firewall module is enterprise-grade, bi-directional, and stateful. It
is used to limit communication by source and destination port, IP,
MAC addresses, and is protocol-aware. By limiting traffic, the attack
surface of systems is reduced, and the risk of unauthorized access to
the system is also reduced. Reconnaissance detection is supported by
the ability to detect reconnaissance activities such as port scans. The
stateful firewall is available in both the Agent and Appliance for
VMware ESX/ESXi.
Anti-Virus, upon detection of a file-based virus, Deep Security
performs the actions specified by the authorized systems or Deep
Security Administrator. Actions are administratively configurable on a
Virtual Machine through the DSA or on a DSVA basis and consist of:
a) Clean the virus from the file,
b) Quarantine the file, and
c) Delete the file.
The Anti-Virus module performs real-time, scheduled, and on-demand
scans for file-based viruses based upon known signatures, and carries
out scheduled scans at the time and frequency configured by the
authorized administrator, in the physical or in the virtualized
environment at the hypervisor level.
Integrity Monitoring monitors critical system objects such as files,
folders, registry entries, processes, services, and listening ports. An
integrity monitoring object baseline consists of a combination of the
following object attributes; Created, Last Modified, Last Accessed,
Permissions, Owner, Group, Size, Hash (SHA1,SHA256,MD5), Flags,
SymLinkPath, Inode Number, Device Number, Blocks Allocated.
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SI-4 (5) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Near Real-time
Alerts
The information system provides near real-time alerts when the following indications of
compromise or potential compromise occur: [Assignment: organization-defined compromise
indicators].
Supplemental Guidance: Alerts may be generated from a variety of sources, including, for example,
audit records or inputs from malicious code protection mechanisms, intrusion detection or
prevention mechanisms, or boundary protection devices such as firewalls, gateways, and routers.
Related controls: AU-5, PE-6.
SI-4 (6)
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Log Inspection optimizes the identification of important security events
buried in multiple log entries. These events can be sent to a security
information and event management (SIEM) system, or centralized
logging server for correlation, reporting, and archiving. All events are
also securely collected centrally at Deep Security Manager. Log
Inspection enables:
- Suspicious behaviour detection.
- Collecting events across heterogeneous environments containing
different operating systems
- Insight and knowledge of important events, such as error and
informational events (disk full, service start/shutdown, etc),
including administrator activity (administrator login/logout, account
lockout, policy change, etc).

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Restrict Nonprivileged Users

The information system prevents non-privileged users from circumventing intrusion detection and
prevention capabilities.
SI-4 (7) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Automated
Response to Suspicious Events
The information system notifies [Assignment: organization-defined incident response personnel
(identified by name and/or by role)] of detected suspicious events and takes [Assignment:
organization-defined least-disruptive actions to terminate suspicious events].

P1
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1253

Supplemental Guidance: Least-disruptive actions may include, for example, initiating requests for
human responses.
SI-4 (8)

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Protection of
Monitoring Information

The organization protects information obtained from intrusion-monitoring tools from unauthorized
access, modification, and deletion.

1253

Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: AC-3, AU-9.
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The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network uses a global network of
threat intelligence sensors to continually update email, web, and file
reputation databases in the cloud, identifying and blocking threats in
real time before they reach the organization. To respond to the
continuous emergence of new threats which are created at a rate of
1.5 every second, old methods required virus signature files which
would then have to be delivered to the premises equipment. This
caused network loads, memory usage, and system loads to gradually
increase daily. The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network works by
storing the information required for security countermeasures in a
cloud database rather than on individual computers and Trend Micro
then carries out updates and management via the cloud. Therefore, a
long-term reduction in work and system loads produced by delivering
virus signature files is eliminated while simultaneously providing
greater security countermeasures.
The Deep Security solution uses EAL4 access control mechanisms to
prevent non-privileged users from circumventing all functions provided
by Deep Security.

SI-4 (12) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Automated
Alerts
The organization employs automated mechanisms to alert security personnel of the following
inappropriate or unusual activities with security implications: [Assignment: organization-defined
inappropriate or unusual activities that trigger alerts].

The Deep Security Manager (DSM) sends events to the syslog server
when they equal or exceed a specified severity level. Deep Security
Manager can be configured to instruct all managed computers to send
logs to the Syslog computer, or configure individual computers
independently.

1253
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SI-4 (14) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Wireless
Intrusion Detection

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy

1253

Deep Security Firewall rules for wireless laptops partially support
compliance to this requirement. With many laptops now capable of
connecting to both the wired and wireless networks, users need to be
aware of the problems that can result from this scenario. The common
problem is a "network bridge" configured between the wired and
wireless network. There is a risk of forwarding the internal traffic
externally and potentially expose internal hosts to external attacks.
Deep Security allows administrators to configure a set of firewall rules
for these types of users to prevent them from creating a network
bridge.

1253

Deep Security Intrusion Detection, Deep Packet Inspection and
Firewall rules for wireless provide support for compliance with this
requirement.

The organization employs a wireless intrusion detection system to identify rogue wireless devices
and to detect attack attempts and potential compromises/breaches to the information system.
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: AC-18, IA-3.

SI-4 (15) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Wireless to
Wireline Communications
The organization employs an intrusion detection system to monitor wireless communications traffic
as the traffic passes from wireless to wireline networks.
Supplemental Guidance: Related control: AC-18.
SI-4 (23) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Information System Monitoring / Host-based
Devices
The organization implements [Assignment: organization-defined host-based
mechanisms] at [Assignment: organization-defined information system components].

monitoring

Deep Security is a host based protection solution, in the physical and
virtualized environments, providing complete information system
monitoring through the functionality associated with DPI, Firewall, AntiVirus, Integrity Monitoring, and Log Inspection, as described in SI-4

Supplemental Guidance: Information system components where host-based monitoring can be
implemented include, for example, servers, workstations, and mobile devices. Organizations
consider employing host-based monitoring mechanisms from multiple information technology
product developers.
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SI-7

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Software, Firmware and Information Integrity
The organization employs integrity verification tools to detect unauthorized changes to
[Assignment: organization-defined software, firmware, and information].

Baseline

Deep Security and SecureCloud Compliancy
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The Deep Security solution supports the integrity verification of
software and information through the Integrity Monitoring functionality.
Integrity Monitoring monitors critical system objects such as files,
folders, registry entries, processes, services, and listening ports and
will detect any changes that happen to critical system objects. Integrity
Monitoring works by comparing the current condition of a monitoredobject with an existing baseline. When an integrity event occurs with a
rule that has the alert feature enabled, it will generate an alert to the
Deep Security administrator. Baselines are created when the integrity
rule is assigned. The baseline snapshot is stored in the DSA or the
DSVA, in the virtualized environment, as a SQLLite3 DB file using
hashes, which is uploaded to the DSM. Baselines consist of a
combination of the following object attributes; Created, Last Modified,
Last Accessed, Permissions, Owner, Group, Size, Hash
(SHA1,SHA256,MD5), Flags, SymLinkPath, Inode Number, Device
Number, Blocks Allocated.

Supplemental Guidance: Unauthorized changes to software, firmware, and information can occur
due to errors or malicious activity (e.g., tampering). Software includes, for example, operating
systems (with key internal components such as kernels, drivers), middleware, and applications.
Firmware includes, for example, the Basic Input Output System (BIOS). Information includes
metadata such as security attributes associated with information. State-of-the-practice integrity
checking mechanisms (e.g., parity checks, cyclical redundancy checks, cryptographic hashes) and
associated tools can automatically monitor the integrity of information systems and hosted
applications. Related controls: SA-12, SC-8, SC-13, SI-3.
SI-7 (1)

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Software, Firmware and Information Integrity /
Integrity Scans

The organization assesses the integrity of [Assignment: organization-defined software, firmware,
and information] by performing integrity scans of the information system [Selection (one or more):
[Assignment: organization-defined frequency]; [Assignment: organization-defined security relevant
events]].
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Supplemental Guidance: Security-relevant events triggering integrity scans may include, for
example, transitional events such as system startup, restart, shutdown, and abort.
SI-7 (3)

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Software, Firmware and Information Integrity /
Centrally-managed Integrity Tools

The organization employs centrally managed integrity verification tools.
Supplemental Guidance: Related controls: AU-3, SI-2, SI-8.
SI-7 (5) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Software, Firmware and Information Integrity /
Automated Response to Integrity Violations
The information system:
(a) Performs an integrity check of [Assignment: organization-defined firmware, software,
information] at [Selection (one or more): startup; [Assignment: organization-defined
transitional states or events]; [Assignment: organization-defined frequency]]; and

P1
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Triggers are used to compare the monitored system object and it's
baseline. The triggers can be Manual; Real-time On Change; and
Pseudo real-time. The Manual or On demand trigger is an
administrator initiated comparison triggered from the DSM console.
The On-Change trigger uses the ReadDirectoryChanges function in
the Windows API to alert an administrator that a modification to a
security critical object being monitored has taken place. The Pseudoreal-time-change is carried out by constant scans of the host machine
for changes to the security critical objects being monitored. An
algorithm is used to determine the appropriate scanning interval based
on how long it takes to scan all systems areas. This prevents scans
overwhelming the host machine.
Rules: Administrators can use built-in templates to monitor files,
directories, and Registry entries. Custom rules can be written to cover:
Listening ports, Processes and Services
Rules can be developed by the administrator to monitor the Service
Attributes such as: Permissions; Owner; Group; BinaryPathName;
Description; State; StartType; LogOnAs; FirstFailure; SecondFailure;
SubsequentFailures; ResetFailCountAfter; RunProgram; DependsOn;
LoadOrderGroup; ProcessID; and Changes to registry service keys.

(b) Automatically [Selection (one or more): notifies information system administrator; shuts the
information system down; restarts the information system; implements [Assignment:
organization-defined security safeguards]] when integrity violations are discovered.
Supplemental Guidance: Organizations may define different integrity checking and anomaly
responses: (i) by type of information (e.g., firmware, software, user data); (ii) by specific information
(e.g., boot firmware, boot firmware for a specific types of machines); or (iii) a combination of both.
Automatic implementation of specific safeguards within organizational information systems
includes, for example, reversing the changes, halting the information system, or triggering audit
alerts when unauthorized modifications to critical security files occur.
SI-7 (9)

Operational / System and Information Integrity / Software, Firmware and Information Integrity /
Auditing Capability for Significant Events
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The information system, upon detection of a potential integrity violation, provides the capability to
audit the event and initiates the following actions: [Selection (one or more): generates an audit
record; alerts current user; alerts [Assignment: organization-defined personnel]; [Assignment:
organization-defined other actions]].
Supplemental Guidance: Organizations select response actions based on types of software,
specific software, or information for which there are potential integrity violations.

SI-7 (14) Operational / System and Information Integrity / Software, Firmware and Information Integrity /
Code Execution in Protected Environments
The organization allows execution of binary or machine executable code obtained from sources
with limited or no warranty and without the provision of source code only in confined physical or
virtual machine environments.
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The Deep Security solution supports compliance to this requirement
by providing a series of security mechanisms in the physical or
virtualized environment, which can be configured to provide the
isolation required from other systems environments, such as
Dev/Test/Production, to run binaries from sources with limited or no
warranty and without the availability of the source code.
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